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USG disagrees on Issue 3

WWWBGNEWS.COM

Breaking down

By Kelly Day
Senior Reporter

insurance for
BG students

Bernard Little, Undergraduate
Student Government president, may exercise his veto
power later this week after a
heated debate at last night's
USG meeting surrounding
ballot Issue 3, the Ohio "Learn

Learn how to protect
your valuables and
file an insurance
claim in case of theft.
| PageJ

and Earn" Amendment.
The general assembly meeting revolved around two competing resolutions, one to officially support Issue 3, and one
to oppose it.
Senators passed the supporting resolution 14-12 with
one abstention. The opposing
resolution failed 5-21 with one

abstention.
Upon tile conclusion of the
vote, Ijttle informed senators
that he may exercise his constitutional right to veto legislation.
Little said even though he is
personally in support of the Ohio
"Leant and Earn" Amendment,
he wants to be sure USG is accurately representing its constitu-

trek to
the ballot

ents, not just the opinion of the
senators.
"I heard a lot of'I think, I think'
duringthc debate," he said, rather than the opinion of US( i constituents.
The two resolutions regard
ing Issue 3 were first presented

By Dave Herrera
In Focus Editor

See VETO | Page 2
Any talk about third parties
in Ohio has to begin with the
important point thai, technically', the) don't exist at the
moment.
Under slate law, becoming an official political parly
requires polling at least 5 percent of voters in a stale-wide
election, or. failing that, submitting a petition with signatures ol I percent ol voters.
I In party then has to keep
polling5 percent of statewide
votes to keep their status.
Because
only
the
Democrats and Republicans
haic met those requirements,
this year's third party gubernatorial candidates — Bob
Fitrakis of the Green Party,
Libertarian Bill Peirce and
write-ins lames Lundeen and
Larry Bays — are formally
running as independents.

Officials link
salmonella to
infected produce
Over 172 people in 18
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states have already

\ lli Creepy campus
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encounters

been affected by this
latest disease in a
string of recent

Students, faculty share chilling tales

outbreaks. | Page 6
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Republicans
expect Hastert
to step aside
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The House Speaker
may be leaving office

Reporter

1
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if Democrats win

By Olivia Day
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big in the Nov. 7
elections | Page 6

Men's soccer

still winless in
MAC play
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The men's soccer
team struggled in
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Islamic cleric says
remarks 'were a
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official admits to
comparing immodest
women to 'uncovered
meat.' | Page 11
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"They're here!" says Carol Anne
Freeling, a small, pale child
with snow-white hair, in Steven
Spielberg's film I'Oltergeist.
'ITiclittle girl cliillingly announced
that the poltergeists she had been
haunted by her in her dreams,
had finally arrived in the Freeling
household.
But the poltergeists aren't just in
Spielberg's film.
Thev might also be at BGSU's
campus, and not just around
Halloween — they're doing their
haunting year-round, according to
various campus traditions.
Last week. Peter kuebeck. 1 lonor
Student Association alumnus,
revisited the University to guide the
annual campus ghost tour.
Underneath the pale moonlight, students were chilled as they
learned of the spooks that haunt
the University.
The first stop — Rodgers
Quadrangle.
During winter break about seven
yean ago, a janitor was alone — or
SO he thought.
While sweeping the floors of a
hallway, he noticed a girl walking
past one ol the rooms. 1 le told her
she shouldn't be in the dorm, but
she didn't respond. When he started
to walk after her, she disappeared.
The next Ifaxlgcrs haunting took
place on a scotching hoi day, in
loom 204. A technician was in the

i^^^ri v n

The difficulties in getting
party status aside, running
as an independent throws a
whole new set ol wrenches

in the way of aspiring candidates.
It seems like a Herculean
effort thai we need to do to
get on the ballot each time,"
said Scott Urquhart, northwest regional representative
for the Libertarian Party of
Ohio.
Peirce. his part) S candidate, called the set up "very,
very frustrating."
To start, independent candidates need In submit 5.000
signatures to the secretarj of
state to get a place on I he ballot, compared to 1,000 signa
See PARTIES | Page 2

THE THIRD
PARTIES
PART 2: THE BALLOTS
About this series:
second m a three-par! series about
^dependent and third political par-

See HAUNTED | Page 8

ties Part three jbout newwill appear m to<n:-ro*s paper For
Monday

I
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Costumes don't
earn respect
Female students
should think twice

RACE OF THE DAY I OHIO HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES, 6TH DISTRICT

BOBLATTA(R)

before heading out in
skimpy outfits.
| Page 4

JEFFBRETZ(D)

BIOGRAPHY

BIOGRAPHY

Bob Latta has served three
t
terms fot the 6th district in the Ohio

Jeff BreU served 11 years on the North Baltimore village council

House ol Representatives
Representati
Prior to being elected to the Ohio House.

before deciding to run lor state office this year. He spent 20 years as

Latta served in the Ohio Senate and was a
Wood County commissioner from 1990 to

Bigger issues

1996 He is a BGSU alum and holds a law

than parking

degree from the University of Toledo. Latta
resides in Bowing Green.

Opinion editor shares

a volunteer for the North Baltimore EMS In
2003. he was a candidate (or mayor of North
Baltimore Bret* has been an engineer for the
a a graduate of North Baltimore High School
m North Baltimore.

about parking around

ON THE ISSUES:

| Page 5

Education: Latta supports creating stricter interstate commerce
laws so the state can collect taxes on items bought and sold on the

ON THE ISSUES:
Education: Bret? supports increasing the state's portion of funding

Internet and then use those taxes to help fund higher education. Latta

for higher education Bret; said a well-educated workforce is neces-

also said Ohio must move away from manufacturing-based jobs and

sary to rebuild the economy. "Its not enough." Bretz said of the current
amount of state dollars being pumped into public universities. "The

[ What type of Halloween

create more technology-based fobs for college graduates, especially
in the fields of science and math "We have to take this opportunity

campus

to expand our job market to include jobs with more pay." which will

costume would you
[ consider inappropriate?

state's portion needs to be brought up. We have to bite the bulet on
education to jumpstart the economy"

expand the tax base and create money to fund education. Latta said
Ethks: With all the scandal that has plagued Ohio politics recently.
Ethics: Latta favors extending term limits so Ohio legislators can
focus less upon their own special interests and more on passing laws
that will benefit all Ohwans. "[Legislators] realize they have a very
short amount of time to accomplish what they want, he said "Instead
ol all working toward one goal, everyone is trying to get their own

Bretz sa*d legislators must work to restore confidence in the people of
Ohio. "It's supposed to be government for the people, by the people
- not government for the corporations, by the corporations." he said.
"A politician s job is not to line his own pockets We need to bring ethical people back to office"

measures passed for their own area"
Environment: Bretz opposes the introduction of more factory farms
AUSHA KURTZ

Environment: Latta said the Environmental Protection Agency

Freshman. Graphic Design

and the Ohio Department of Agriculture can best decide how to

produce massive amounts of waste much larger than small, famiry-

regulate factory farms and mega farms, since these groups in most

operated farms, will eventually cause environmental disaster. "Runoff

knowledgeable about their environmental impacts With small, familyowned farms disappearing each year, "we have to have regulations, but

from those farms to streams that run into the Maumee or Portage
rivers can end up getting into the water supply of the northern part of

we have to make sure we have a ready food source.' Latta said Food

the county, including Bowling Green," he said "This is a huge problem."

'The cliched slutty
costumes' | Pag* 4

or "mega larms to the Wood County area, saying the farms, which

must remain cheap enough for people to easily purchase, but not at

TODAY
Showers
High: 55, Lew. 50

the expense of the environment, he said.

Cooperation in government: A major responsibility ol a state
legislator is working with lellow representatives in a bipartisan way

Cooperation in government: Getting Republicans and Democrats

to get things done. Bretz said "We have to get people on each side

to agree upon any issue «tough, but Latta said Democrats should

of the aisle to work together, instead of pushing their own agenda.'

never be afraid to knock on his door in Columbus "Polarization rs

he said. 'Once the election rs over, we are all there to help people,

definitely a national trend." he said, "but rl I see Democrats trying to

whether it's for something as smal as repairing a pothole or as big as
funding education"

get [a law] passed, my door is always open. I'm not one to say I won't
meet with anybody
CURRENT POLLS:
Brown - 51.5 percent

OMORROW
inny
"i: 50. Low: 29

k

By Megan Yodzis
Reportet

NorbaltRubberCorpotationsincel97? He
and Owens Technical College. Bretz resides

little-known facts

GSS senators want thesis
requirements changed

DtWlne • 59.1 percent
|
Undecided - 7.0 percent
i**ai d h* IMHD M*> t*m b, hnwvt SmftUSA. 11 IMAM*
•tattoO)
- Magan Schmidt, BG Naws

Current graduate college policies make electronic publication and distribution ol thesis
and dissertation mandatory
for graduate students, which
is an issue some are not happy
with.
"The problem [with the current policy] is that the school
wants to have the same rule lor
everyone because it's fair, but
not all programs are the same
so they need to have different
policies for them.'' said Steve
Swanson, a representative for
the Graduate Student Senate
said.
This is the first year that the
policy has been enforced since
the beginning of the academic
year, said Swanson.
The University is connected
to a world wide database, so as
soon as the thesis get turned
in and approved, it is put published on the web for every one
to access, Swanson said.
This has caused problems in
the creative writing program
because the inability to publish the best of their work outside the thesis and dissertation
process is an obstacle in pursuing the best career possible.
"The thesis is usually la students! major work so when it
is already out there for people

in access it is considered published already,* Deanna Vatan
Woodhouse, president lor the
Graduate Student Senate said.
Ryan Rahrig a member of
the Graduate Student Senate
lor the Math department said
even though the rule does not
directly affect the math department lie can understand why
students in the creative writing
department are not pleased
with the policy
Majors where they do creative work should have different rules, because Itheir workl
could easily be plagiarized
when it's out there." Rahrig
said.
It gets students names out
there, but if someone can buy
it or get it for free from an academic site they would chose
the free one, Swanson said.
It is a matter of protecting
the work, the value of the thesis' breaks down when it gets
out there." he said.
The legislation that the
Graduate Student Senate is
trying to pass is an effort to
remind the University that not
everyone has the same rules.
Swanson said.
The Graduate Council is the
group that advises the Dean of
the Graduate School on poli-

VISIT BGNEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE

See THESIS | Page 8
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1:47 a.m.
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SUNDAY
4:32 a.m.
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11:24 a.m.
■

11:42 a.m.
JESSE WARD
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OUCH; Dr. Patrick OShea. chiropractor, says the new messenger bag trend is causing an increase in earty back pain among students

12:17 p.m.
I

Trendy bags are a
pain in the back

1:39 p.m.
2:51 p.m.
■

4:29 p.m.
By Matt Dol.in
Repo'tc

■

■

■

'i

Backpacks have always been
,i symbol ni the school experience,
rhese days, especially on
college campuses, backpacks
have evolved Into many dii
tereni shapes and styles, rhe
problem with these new culture-trendy backpacks i^ dial
the) arebeingusedtoholdwaj
too much, and main times
that cut lead to shoulder and
back pains,
According to a new stud)
In the American Chiropractic
Vssociation, signsoi hack pain
are starring rai earlier than pre
vious generations.
"In tact the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission
reports that backpack-related
injuries sent more than 7, (HX>
people to the emergency room
In 2001 alone," said the At \
|)i. Patrick O Shea. I).(:.. of
the Bowling Green Pain riinic,
has seen man) oi these types
of injuries ranging from young
sters in grade school io oldei
people iii college and onward,

5:10 p.m.
■

80S p.m.
■

8:30 p.m.
■

■

■

MONDAY
12:34 a.m.

i

(tt?m®tfm
t.rjT^-r

DnO'Shea cautioned that students who let their backpacks
hang tow may slouch forward.
which [lilts their hacks and
shoulders at risk
I)i.osheawarned that,over
U'.us and years, this type of
activit) can set up a harmful
pattern.
"Certain muscles, in the
shoiddei and hack, are not
meant to be used for supportIng backpacks and many times
the) are overworked to help
out the actual muscles, which
produces an engram," said Dt
OShea.
As time goes Oil the engram
causes those certain muscles.
not capable ol carrying a backpack, to lite oil' automatically
and take over the action of the
original muscles. This type of
activit) can lead to a severe
and long term problem," said
I )r. (("Shea
Students walking around
with the one snap messenger
hags are also at a high risk for

See BAGS | PageS
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stacking up?

tures for major party candidates.
After signatures are submitted, the county boards of elections check each one to confirm
they're from legal voters - that's
the first time signatures can be
challenged as invalid.
Anita Rios, the Green Party
lieutenant governor candidate,
says that realistically, parties have
to submit thousands of more signatures than the minimum to
compete with those challenges.
The county boards of election
consist of two members from
each official party, which as of
now, means that each consists
of Democrats and Republicans
only.
Third partiesargue this system
is unfair because nobody from
their party is there to defend their
signatures from Democratic or
Republican challenges, for example, that claim a submitted signature doesn't match one on file
with the board.
"When our signatures are
being verified, there's nobody sitting at that table that can do that
for us," Rios said, "Democrats
and Republicans can advocate
for themselves."
This year, signatures had to be
submitted by May I. Then, the
hopeful candidates had to wait.
lames Lee, press secretary
for Ohio Secretary of State Ken
lilackwell. couldn't specify die latest date the secretary normally
has to tell candidates if they'll be
on the ballot, but a stretch of time
inevitably passes while enough
signatures are verified by the
boards.
"If they turned in the signatures early ... obviously the turnaround time at the boards of election is going to be more timely as

well," Lee said.
The boards' results must be in
the hands ol the secretary by July
15.
"You end up with maybe a
60 percent validity rate,' I'eirce
said.
Peirce said he submitted 14,000
signatures, just shy of the 15,000

limit
Then, up until July II, any carizen can file their own signature
challenges, which for third party
candidates, means more wait
ing.

VETO
From Paqe 1
at last week's general assembly
meeting.
If passed, the "Learn and Earn"
Amendment would bring 31,500
slot machines to Ohio.
Thirty percent of casino revenue from slot machines would
be divided among the top 5 percent of graduating seniors from
each high school.
The opposing resolution, presented by Mike Woodall. at-large
senator, proposed that USG take
an official stance — as the voice
of the undergraduate student
body — against Issue 3.
The resolution stated the
amendment provided no guarantee toward the monetary
amount of scholarships. It also
held that the amendment would
make Ohio a Class III gambling
state, create 109.000 gambling
addicts and provide a tax free
monopoly to gambling establishments.
The supporting resolution,
presented by Nate Wiedenhoft
and Tony Wagener, at-large
senators, proposed for USG to
take an official stance support-

• Resume Builder
• Pay based on commission
• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases

•3 Laundromats

• 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

■ Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPO major
• Own transportation
• Detail oriented

WINTIIROP & SUMxMIT TERRACE APTS
Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

HOURS:

14191 352-9135

Monday Friday 9:00 am • 5:00 pm

Email us: winthrop" gerdenich.com

Saturday Hours: 10:00 am - 2:00 pm

www.winthropterrace.com

"That gives us a month and a
half where we are in limbo," Rios
said.
The secretary of state's office
says the election rules ensure
only part iesthat accurately represent t he state's citizens are on the
hoard. Giving challenge power
to a third party would result in
an undue influence compared to
their level of popularity at the
polls, Lee said.
"That would be giving complete power over to the third
pain," Lee said, "when in fact
that third party can't even get 5
percent of the vote."
Not surprisingly, this criticism
doesn't sit well with the parties in
question.
"On a simple, basic system of
fairness, it's laughable," Pltrakis
said. "These guys have rigged the
system."
Rios argued that leaving
Democrats and Republicans in
charge of elections and determining party status means those
parties can set the course of
debate.
" It I ies you to working on a process that may have nothing to do
with your ... ideology," she said.
"That is set up that way so there
is a balance oi power."
The entire system throws off
I he force oi new ideas, candidates
say, and only tightens the grip of
the two major parlies on the way
the state is run.
"We the people have become
the smallest part of a democracy, just as you I he student have
become the smallest part of the
university," Rios said.
But the strength of a party's
ideas are just what would get
them onto the ballot. Lee said.
"II a group of citizens were to
organize and agree on a number
of issues that were easily discernible from the two major political
parties ... we may see an aririi
tional political party having a
major influence on politics, he

"This has never
come up when it was
this close."
JeremyLehman | USG Speaker
ing Issue 3.
The resolution stated that the
amendment wasn't a solution
to higher education funding,
but was a good step in the right
direction.
Wiedenhoft said he was voicing the opinion of BGSU students by voting for the supporting resolution.

said.
"Ultimately it comes down to,
'how are voters voting on election
day? With whom do these voters
identify?"
But for Fitrakis, ideas are far
from the problem.
"Who made us not a party?"
he asked.
"Here,
you've
got
the
Democratic |and| Republican
party in agreement ... |saying|
let's make it so they can't even
use their party label, and then
when I can't self-identify, let's say
they're not legitimate because
they can't even advertise their
own label."
Lee argues their goals aren't
hopeless, though — candidates
just have to work harder and try
different approaches to getting
what they want.
"If the third parties would like
their rules changed, then certainly they can go to the (Ohio]
(ieneral Assembly and asked that
law be passed," he said.
Or, they can gather signatures
for a referendum, which he said
"would be rather ironic because
that would require more signatures than would he required in
order to get on the ballot to begin
with and they're not even able to
do thai."
Fitrakis and Peirce say those
options are simply unreasonable, and if Democrats and
Republicans are interested in
keeping their jobs, they might
have a point.
Fitrakis compared the situation to an Ohio State-Michigan
football game, with the Buckeyes
traveling up to Ann Arbor to discover the referee's decked out in

Wolverine blue and gold.
"He'shigh-fivinglheWolveiines
after every big play, every big call
goes against you — that's how
this system works," he said.
"And then they tell |OhioState],
you should have thrown more
deep passes

STATE
BRIEF
Ohio man pleads
guilty to hate crime
CLEVELAND (AP)-A man who
admitted he spread mercury around
an interracial couples house last year
to try to scare black families from his
neighborhood has pleaded guilty to
conspiracy and other charges
David Fiedency. 50. who is white,
faces two years in prison when he
is sentenced in January. He entered
his plea Thursday in federal court to

T mink our role here is to represent our constituents, and any

charges of conspiracy, making false

type of funding to help students
go to college is always in the best
interest of students," he said.
If Little does decide within
the next four days to veto the
legislation, USG speaker Jcieinv
Lehman said an emergency general assembly meeting may he
held next week to debate the
issue again.

with housing rights.

Lehman was surprised by the
split decision among USG senators.
"This has never come up when
it was this close." he said.

Got Sweet Skills?
• Real World Experience

■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
• 2 Swimming Pools

James Lee | Press Secretary for the Ohio Secretary of State

statements and criminal interference

In his signed plea agreement.
Fredericy said he and neighbor Joseph
Kuzhk. who is also white, wanted to
drive black residents out of their Slavic
Village neighborhood The two would
yell racial slues and threaten black
neighbors, the agreement said.
The neighborhood in southeast
Cleveland has been filled with racial
tension in recent years.
Kuzlik faces identical charges and
remains in jail.

The BG News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling

Benefits of the Job

Kick them aside 8
let us foot the bill!

"If a group of citizens were to organize and
agree on a number of issues that were easily
discernible from the two major political
parties... we may see an additional political
party having a major influence on politics."

• Interested in advertising
or sales career
Apply in person
Pick up application
at 204 West Hall
Bring resume if available

CAMPUS
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Candy corn evolves into
flavorful, fruity treat
By Karen Hcrzog

MRT
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Professor holds class in the grass
OUTDOOR LEARNING;

off Mepnenson teaches his Theater and Film 202 class outside yesterday, on what could be one of the last warm, sunny days before winter.

Students encouraaed to seek out insurance
Ella Fowl.r
Reporter

"The tenant policy is probably the best

Insurance. The word alone
makes adults cringe and many
college students run.
Understanding the world of
insurance can be complicated
for students, especially if they
don't know anything about it.
And many may not take the
time to figure it out.
"I really don't think college students make insurance
their top priority," said Krislen
Broun, a freshman broadcasting major. "I hey have too many
oilier things to think about."
Brown, who doesn't have
insurance to safeguard her
belongings, takes extra precautions to protect the things
she feels are important to her
instead of paying a monthly fee
for an insurance policy.
"I always make sure that
my door is locked and I hide
my things whenever I leave,"
said Brown.
But anything can still happen anywhere, anytime.
Like Brown, many Students
don t have their own homeowner's insurance, but some
may be covered tinder their
parents' policy.

policy for college students."
Doug Simmons | President/Owner of Wood Co. Insurance Agency
Another option for students
is to get a tenant policy on
their belongings.
"The tenant policy is probably the best policy for college
students,'' said Doug Simmons,
president and owner of Wood
County Insurance Agency. "It
gives you coverage on you r st uff
and gives you liability."
Without insurance a student would have to pay for any
stolen or damaged items. But
under the tenant policy, the
insurance company would help
cover those items on the policy
holder's account, he said.
If a student has their belongings stolen or da maged. t he I i rst
step is to contact the insurance
agency over the phone or in person, according to the Web site
by lnsure.com. The insurance
company will help the student
fill out a claim form. The insurance adjuster will then access
the damages to see what they
Will cover under the policy.
Some students don't need to

get insurance because they are
declared a dependent on their
parents' policy.
But, there is a catch.
"If you are covered under
your parents' insurance as a
dependent, you will receive
1(1 percent coverage on your
contents. For example if their
insurance covers $40,000
worth of damage it will only
cover $4,000 worth of damage
on your stuff," Simmons said.
Being considered a dependent on parents' insurance
comes with other loopholes as
well. Students are only considered dependents on their parents' insurance if they still live
in a dorm room; most insurance companies don't cover the
dependent's apartment.
"Renter's insurance is always
a good idea. Most of all, you
should lock your doors and
dcm'l let strangers in your
dorms. For high-dollar items,
inscribe the item with an ultraviolet marker," said Corporal

UNIVERSITY

bookstore
§ THE B0WEN-TH0NPS0N STUDENT UNION

November 7
10 aim. 7 p.m.
hompson Student Union
lilt i-Purpose1 Room, 2nd I loor
Purchase your cap and gown
Order personalized graduation
announcements and have them
printed on site
Order class rings
Purchase diploma frames
Order your Key yearbook
Purchase graduation keepsakes
Pick up graduation tickets and
disability seating passes
jck up honor cords
ny other organized ions and
ices represented at the
radFair
iLtnuch more...
wing for raffle prizes
' pcfckage discounts

BGSU
BOWLING
I

®

GREEN

STATE

UNIVERSITY

Shawn Miller of the University
Police Department.
But even with precautions,
things can be stolen.
We gel items reported stolen
even week." Miller said
When something gels sto
len from a student's room.
book bag or coat it is best to
file a police report as soon as
possible.
The earlier the student files
the report, the easier it will he
for police to find his or her stolen items, and lor the insurance
agency to process the claim.

"Everythinghere is done electronically. The student comes
in and gives us the information,
and we lill out the reporl for
them. They can call bj phone.
bin we prefer them to do it in
person,'' Millet said.
Without a police reporl, however, the siiiclciits insurance or
his or her parents' Insurance
won't cover the stolen items.
[he police will do their
report and investigate the situ
ation, and you may get your
stuff back.1' said Simmons. "If
you don't, you should go online
and find the price of the Stuff
thai was stolen, [hen contact
your insurance company to file
a claim."

When candy corn First
appeared in the 1880s, farmers loved it because of its
agrarian look.
The rest of America
embraced it, too. because
the tricolor design
yel
low on the bottom, orange
in the middle and while at
the tip — was revolutionary,
according to the National
Confectioners Association.
Fast-forward more than a
century.
More than 35 million
pounds of candy corn is produced each year.
The association says thai
weight equates to nearly!) billion pieces, enough to circle
I he moon nearly lour limes if
laid end-to-end.
The candy still has the
familiar shape and coloring, with a creamy vanilla
flavor land chocolate, in
the case of what's known as
Indian corn). And it's still a
Halloween favorite.
But a new general ion of
candy corn entered the mar
kei this year.
It's fruity with stripes of
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other colors, designed to
appeal to adults who want
something new
Gourmet Cand] Com was
developed by Galerie, a company in Hebron, Ky„ about 10

miles from Cincinnati, thai
specializes in "innovative
cnntcclionary gills."
So far, it c curies in three tin
MIIS, but the company president said more are on the way
lor next year.
The recipe is similar to
the original, only the new
gourmel corn does not con
tain honey,
I he green apple flavor is
lime green on the bottom, yel
low in the middle and orange
at the tip; cherry is red, pink
and yellow respectively: and
tangerine is orange, yellow
and purple, respectively,
"Some of our custom
ers were challenging us thai

nothing special was going
on with candy com." Galerie
president Richard Boss said.
[wo years ago, we set oul to
bring new life to candy corn.
We found most people who
eat candy corn are adults."
Adults eat less candy, but
they seek better quality "or
more intrigue," Ross said.
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SATURDAY
12 51 am
Possible drug use on the
third floor of Anderson Hall,
unfounded.
1:10 a.m.
An unruly resident was reportthe Phi Kapp<t "Tdu house.
. r» advised to go to bed.
1:47 a.m.
Ryan Conners was cited for
ige under the influence
m the Phi Kappa Tau house.
3:13 p.m.
Car owner reported her ,•
was broken into overmgh:
someone left vomit and a cell
iside.

From Page 1

SUNDAY
4:32 a.m.
■

Hot

. 'iTiinal damaging after he
drove through a front yafd on
Street.
11:24 a.m.
North Grove Street resident
reported the windshield of her
■

■

■

11:42 a.m.
North Main Street resident
: receiving o! i
picture messages on his cell
phone.
12:17 p.m.
Xbox. laptop and DVD ii
reported stolen from a Georgia
Avenue home. There is a sus-

JESSE WARD

ing an increase in early back pain among students

Trendy bags are a
pain in the back

1:39 p.m.
: >rted stolen.
2:51 p.m.
Male and female reported
fighting in Carter Park.
4:2* p.m.
Items reported to be
irse on North

By Matt Dolin
Reporter

■

Backpacks have always been
a symbol of the schooi experience
llu'sc clays, cs|X'cially on
college campuses, backpacks
have evolved Into many different shapes anil styles. The
problem with these new culture-trendy backpacks is that
they are Ixiiij! used to hold w-ay
too much, and many limes
that can lead to shoulder and
back pains.
According to a new study
by the American Chiropractic
Association, signs of back pain
are starting far earlier than previous generations.
in tad the U.S. Consumer
Product Safety Commission
reports that backpack-related
injuries sent more than 7, 000
people to the emergency room
in 2001 alone," said ttieACA.
hi. Patrick O' Shea, EM . of
the Bowling Green Pain Clinic,
has seen many of these types
of injuries ranging from youngsters in grade school to older
people In college and onward.

5:10 p.m.
Wallet reported stolen from
a North Mam Street bar
. night.
8:05 p.m.
■

r

ied out on Fairview

H

1:30 p.m.
■

■

■

■■■

Irom a party on Campbell Hill
iturday night.
a North Man
gas station reported subjects in
. Dodge Caravan failed to
■

MONDAY
12:34 IM
■

. iter balloons at a vel
ie parking
lot.

L.

'HE BG NEWS

OUCH: i>. Patrick O'Shea. chiropractor, says the new messenger bag trend is caus-

jfkm^PW
nnu:n>n

Dr. O'Shea cautioned that students who let their backpacks
hang low may slouch forward,
which puts their backs and
shoulders at risk.
Dr. O'Shea warned that, over
years and years, this type of
activity can set up a harmful

pattern
"Certain muscles, in the
shoulder and back, are not
meant to be used for supporting backpacks and many times
they are overworked to help
out the actual muscles, which
produces an engram," said Dr.
O'Shea.
As time goes on, the engram
causes those certain muscles,
not capable of carrying a backpack, to fire off automatically
and take over the action of the
original muscles. ITiis type of
activity can lead to a "severe
and long term problem," said
Dr. O'Shea
Students walking around
with the one strap messenger
bags are also at a high risk for
See BAGS | PageS
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stacking up?

tures for major party candidates.
After signatures are submitted, the county boards of elections check each one to confirm
they're from legal voters - that's
the first time signatures can be
challenged as invalid.
Anita Rios, the Green Party
lieutenant governor candidate,
says that realistically, parties have
to submil thousands of more signatures than the minimum to
compete with those challenges.
The county boards of election
consist of two members from
each official party, which as of
now, means that each consists
of Democrats and Republicans
only.
Third parties argue this system
is unfair because nobody from
their party is there to defend their
signatures from Democratic or
Republican challenges, for example, that claim a submitted signature doesn't match one on file
with the board.
"When our signatures are
being verified, there's nobody sitting at that table that can do that
for us," Rios said, "Democrats
and Republicans can advocate
for themselves."
This year, signatures had to be
submitted by May 1. Then, the
hopeful candidates had to wait.
lames Lee, press secretary
for Ohio Secretary of State Ken
Blackwell, couldn't specify the latest date the secretary normally
has to tell candidates if they'll be
on the ballot, but a stretch of time
inevitably passes while enough
signatures are verified by the
boards.
"If they turned in the signatures early... obviously the turnaround time at the boards of election is going to be more timely as
well," Lee said.
The boards' results must be in
the hands of the secretary bv July
15.
"You end up with maybe a
60 percent validity rate," 1'eirce
said.
Peircesaid he submitted 14,000
signatures, just shy of the 15,000
limit.
Then, up until luly 31, any citizen can file their own signature
challenges, which for third party
candidates, means more waiting.

From Page 1

al last week's general assembly
meeting.
If passed, the"Learn and Earn"
Amendment would bring 31,500
slot machines to Ohio.
Thirty percent of casino revenue from slot machines would
be divided among the top 5 percent of graduating seniors from
each high school.
The opposing resolution, presented by Mike Woodall, al-large
senator, proposed that USG lake
an official stance — as Ihe voice
of the undergraduate sludenl
body — against Issue 3.
The resolution stated the
amendment provided no guarantee toward the monetary
amount of scholarships. It also
held thai the amendment would
make Ohio a Class 111 gambling
stale, create 109,000 gambling
addicts and provide a lax free
monopoly to gambling establishments.
The supporting resolution,
presented by Nate Wiedenhoft
and Tony Wagener, al-large
senators, proposed for USG to
take an official stance support-

Benefits of the Job

• Flexible hours
• Fun atmosphere
Perferred Candidates
• 6,9 or 12 Month Leases
■ Plenty of Resident & Visitor parking

• So. or Jr. Marketing
or IPO major

•3 Laundromats

• 24 hour Emergency Maintenance

• Own transportation
• Detail oriented

(419)352 9135
Email us: winthrop " gerdenich.com
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this close."
JeremyLehman | USG Speaker

inglssue3.
The resolution slated thai the
amendment wasn't a solution
to higher education funding,
but was a good slep in the right
direction.
Wiedenhoft said he was voicing the opinion of BGSU students by voting for the supporting resolution.
"I think our role here is lo represent our constituents, and any
type of funding to help students
go to college is always in the best
inleresl of students," he said.
If Little does decide within
the next four days to veto the
legislation, USG speaker Jeremy
Lehman said an emergency general assembly meeting may be
held next week to debate the
issue again.
Lehman was surprised by the
split decision among USG senators.
"This has never come up when
il was this close," he said.

['
Got Sweet Skills?

■ 1 and 2 Bedroom Apartments
' 2 Swimming Pools

Office Located at 400 E. Napoleon Road

"That gives us a month and a
half where we are in limbo," Rios
said.
The secretary of state's office
says the election rules ensure
only part iesthat accurately represent the state's citizens are on the
board. Giving challenge power
to a third party would result In
an undue influence compared to
their level of popularity at the
polls, Lee said.
"That would be giving complete power over to the third
party," Lee said, "when in fact
that third party can't even get 5
percent of the vote."
Not surprisingly, this criticism
doesn't sit well with the parties in
question.
"On a simple, basic system of
fairness, it's laughable," Fitrakis
said. "These guys have rigged the
system."
Rios argued that leaving
Democrats and Republicans in
charge of elections and determining party status means those
parties can set the course of
debate.
"It lies you to working on a process that may have nothing to do
with your... ideology," she said.
"That is set up that way so there
is a balance of power."
The entire system throws off
the force of new ideas, candidates
say, and only lightens ihe grip of
the two major parlies on the way
the slate is run.
"We the people have become
the smallest part of a democracy, just as you the student have
become Ihe smallest part of Ihe
university," Rios said.
But the strength of a party's
ideas are jusl what would gel
ihem onto the ballot, Lee said.
"If a group of citizens were to
organize and agree on a number
of issues thai were easily discernible from ihe two major political
parlies ... we may see an additional political party having a
major influence on politics," he

said.
"Ultimately it comes down to,
'how are voters voting on election
day? With whom do these voters
identify?"
But for Fitrakis, ideas are far
from the problem.
"Who made us not a party?"
he asked.
"Here, you've got the
Democratic land] Republican
party in agreement ... Isayingl
lei's make it so they can't even
use their party label, and then
when I can't self-identify, lei's say
they're not legitimate because
they can't even advertise their
own label."
Lee argues their goals aren't
hopeless, though — candidates
just have to work harder and try
different approaches to gelling
whal they want.
"If the third parties would like
their rules changed, then certainly they can go to the |Ohio]
General Assembly and asked that
law be passed," he said.
Or, they can gather signatures
for a referendum, which he said
"would be rather ironic because
thai would require more signatures than would be required in
order lo gel on the ballot lo begin
with and they're not even able to
do that."
Fitrakis and Peirce say those
options are simply unreasonable, and if Democrats and
Republicans are interested in
keeping their jobs, ihey might
have a point.
Filrakis compared the situation to an Ohio Slate-Michigan
football game, with the Buckeyes
traveling up to Ann Arbor to discover the referee's decked out in
Wolverine blue and gold.
"He'shlgh-fivingtheWolverines
after every big play, every big call
goes against you — that's how
this system works," he said.
"And then iheytell (Ohio Stale],
you should have thrown more
deep passes."

STATE
BRIEF
Ohio man pleads
guilty to hate crime
CLEVELAND (AP)-A man who
admitted be spread mercury around
an interracial couple's house last year
lo try to scare black families from his
neighborhood has pleaded guilty lo
conspiracy and other charges
David Ftedericy. 50. who is while,
laces two years in prison when be
is sentenced in January. He entered
his plea Thursday in federal court to
charges o( conspiracy, making false
statements and criminal interference
with housing rights.
In his signed plea agreement
Fredency said he and neighbor Joseph
Kuzlik. who is also white, wanted to
drive black residents out of their Slavic
Village neighborhood The two would
yell racial slurs and threaten black
neighbors, the agreement said.
The neighborhood in southeast
Cleveland has been filled with racial
tension in recent years.
Kuzlik laces identical charges and
remains in jail

The BO News has 1 spring opening for a qualified
student to work in part-time selling
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agree on a number of issues that were easily
discernible from the two major political
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Candy corn evolves into
flavorful, fruity treat
By Karen H.rzog
MRT

SHAWNDAHESS

Professor holds class in the grass
OUTDOOR LEARNING: r Geoff Stephensofi leaches his Theater and Film 202 class outside yesterday, on what could be one of the last warm, sunny days before winter

Students encouraged to seek out insurance.
Ella FowUr
Reporter
Insurance. The word alone
makes adults cringe and many
college students run.
Understanding the world of
insurance can be complicated
for students, especially if they
don't know anything about it.
And many may not take the
time to figure it out.
"I really don't think college students make insurance
their top priority,'' said Kristen
Brown, a freshman broadcasting major. "They have too many
other things to think about.''
Brown, who doesn't have
insurance to safeguard her
belongings, takes extra precautions to protect the things
she feels are important to her
instead of paying a monthly fee
for an insurance policy.
"I always make sure that
my door is locked and I hide
my things whenever I leave."
said Brown.
But anything can still happen anywhere, anytime.
Like Brown, many students
don't have their own homeowner's insurance, but some
may be covered under their
parents' policy.

"The tenant policy is probably the best
policy for college students."
Doug Simmons | President/Owner of Wood Co. Insurance Agency
Another option for students
is to get a tenant policy on
their belongings.
"The tenant policy is probably the best policy for college
students," said Doug Simmons,
president and owner of Wood
County Insurance Agency. "It
gives you coverage on your stuff
and gives you liability."
Without insurance a student would have to pay for anystolen or damaged items. But
under the tenant policy, the
insurance company would help
cover those items on the policy
holder's account, he said.
If a student has their belongings stolen or damaged, the first
step is to contact the insurance
agency over the phone or in person, according to the Web site
by Insure.com. The insurance
company will help the student
fill out a claim form. The insurance adjuster will then access
the damages to see what they
will cover under the policy.
Some students don't need to

get insurance because they are
declared a dependent on their
parents' policy.
But, there is a catch.
"If you are covered under
your parents' insurance as a
dependent, you will receive
10 percent coverage on your
contents. For example if their
insurance covers $40,000
worth of damage it will only
cover $4,000 worth of damage
on your stuff," Simmons said.
Being considered a dependent on parents' insurance
comes with other loopholes as
well. Students are only considered dependents on their parents' insurance if they still live
in a dorm room; most insurance companies don't cover the
dependent's apartment.
"Renter's insurance is always
a good idea. Most of all, you
should lock your doors and
don't lei strangers in your
dorms. For high-dollar items,
inscribe the item with an ultraviolet marker," said Corporal

UNIVERSITY
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Shawn Miller of the University
Police Department.
But even with precautions,
things can be stolen.
"We get items reported stolen
every week." Miller said
When something gets stolen from a student's room,
book bag or coat it is best to
file a police report as soon as
. possible.
The earlier the student files
the report, the easier it will be
for police to find his or her stolen items, and for the insurance
agency to process the claim.
"I Anything here is done electronically. The student comes
in and gives us the information,
and we fill out the report for
them. They can call by phone,
but we prefer them to do it in
person," Miller said.
Without a police report, however, the students insurance or
his or her parents' Insurance
won't cover the stolen items
"The police will do their
report and investigate the situation, and you may get your
stuff back." said Simmons. "If
you don't, you should go online
and find the price of the stuff
that was stolen. Then contact
your insurance company to file
a claim."

When candy corn first
appeared in the 1880s, farmers loved it because of its
agrarian look.
The rest of America
embraced it, too, because
the tri-color design — yellow on the bottom, orange
in the middle and white at
the tip — was revolutionary,
according to the National
Confectioners Association.
Fast-forward more than a
century.
More than 35 million
pounds of candy corn is produced each year.
The association says that
weight equates to nearly 9 billion pieces, enough to circle
the moon nearly four times if
laid end-to-end.
The candy still has the
familiar shape and coloring, with a creamy vanilla
flavor (and chocolate, in
the case of what's known as
Indian cornl. And it's still a
Halloween favorite.
But a new generation of
candy corn entered the market this year.
It's fruity with stripes of

GET A LIFE
CALENDAR OF EVENTS
Some events alert from e¥pnnb<jiu*du

other colors, designed to
appeal to adults who want
something new.
Gourmet Candy Corn was
developed by Galerie, a company in Hebron, Ky., about 10
miles from Cincinnati, that
specializes in "innovative

confectionary gifts."
So far, it comes in three flavors, but the company president said more are on the way
for next year.
I he recipe is similar to
the original, only the new
gourmel corn does not contain honey.
I he green apple flavor is
lime green on the bottom, yellow in the middle and orange
at the tip: cherry is red, pink
and yellow, respectively; and
tangerine is orange, yellow
and purple, respectively.
"Some of our customers were challenging us that
nothing special was going
on with candy corn." Galerie
president Richard Ross said.
"Two years ago, we set out to
bring new life to candy corn.
We found most people who
eat candy corn are adults."
Adults eat less candy, but
they seek better quality "or
more intrigue," Ross said.
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OPINION
PEOPLE ON THE STREET
"Something that is
racist, such as being
an African-American
Muslim."

"...we are ready for the battle. As I traveled last week through Indiana,
Ohio and Kentucky. I began to see the same thing. It was as if Republican
voters were starting to come home."
- House Majority Leader John Boehner (R.-Ohio), speaking about recent trends
showing the Republican base is starting to come to life in time for the election
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What type of Halloween costume would you consider inappropriate?
"I don't really care. A
stripper. I guess

There is no costume

"One showing inap-

that is inappropriate."

propriate body parts...
indecent exposure.'

4
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Have your own tale on
today's People On The
Street? Or a suggestion (or

OLIVER SMITH.
Sophomne. Mechanical

Design

MIKE SCOTT. Freshman.
Undecided

RYANCALIGIURI
Junior. Business Education

CHRISTINA BOWERS.
Freshman. Middle
Childhood Education

a question? Give us your
feedback at bgnewscom

Where is the love on
Halloween?

Stubble, stubble, feminist trouble
JESSICA SIMENDINGER

I Vetted. So sue me. If all you
liber-feminists judge me because
of it, so be it.
In honor ol this Halloween
holiday season, I thought it
appropriate to have silky smooth
legs — the silkiest, smoothest
legs of my whole life. And according to the commercials, Veet can
give me a silky smooth sensation
that can last up to twice as long
as shaving.
1 was cheerful, hopeful, filled
with lilt" promise ol the silky
smoothness to come, hut two
minutes later, my legs covered
in cream. I felt the slight bum of
chemicals eating the hair from
my legs. I passed it off as though
my legs were "breadiing," aid
"breathing" is good. Right?
Turns out, though, "breathing"
was actually Veet hair removal

cream eating not only the hair
off my legs but my skin as well.
My legs broke out in hives and
I sat in pain as they itched and
burned for the next hour. My
roommates went from friends to
special task force. Their mission:
to find antihistamines.
I took a large dose of NyQuil
and went to sleep itching and
scratching before waking up
hive-free, hut bungovec I had
overslept, so no time for coffee, but without coffee, I had no
real ability to function, so I was
stuck in a lose-lose. I felt silly and
ridiculous — and I hate feeling
silly and ridiculous — all because
ofVeet.
But the slinging pain of my
Veeling was nothing compared
to what I felt when a female peer
recently belittled me because of

my status as friendly blonde. I
could see her condemning me
for crimes against the feminist
agenda — for general silliness.
I have a brain, and I like silky

smooth legs
It's often a tough thing to reconcile as a woman, and I find I'm
judged not by men for my blond
hair and primping, but by my fellow women.

Serious girls with brown hair
like to turn up their noses at
me when I laugh, say hello or
lell them I like their bag This. I
would argue, is the downfall of
feminism. Women are too quick
to judge one another.
ladies, let's get a few things
Straight We're on the same team.
And men are on our team too
- Team Humanity. You can Veet
at your own peril, but on top of

agonizing itching, you should
not have to fear the backlash of
the bitch brigade judging you for
wanting smooth legs. The only
people who slop us from being
able lo be our whole selves—
thinkers, lovers, fighters, etc., all
in one woman-shaped package
— are ourselves, as we immediately place our fellow women
into categories, identifying them
as "one oil I[OSE girls."
So don't trip, and don't judge.
Sure, vesting is an exercise in
silliness. It doesn't mean anyone wlio Veets is dumb. And,
sure, having a super-short hair
cut and not shaving your legs
is low-maintenance Those
choices don't make a woman any
smarter, they just make her less
hairy on her head and hairier
everywhere else.

As I was driving down Wooster
St. this weekend. I was amazed
at some of the Halloween costumes I saw,
I have to admit I was quite
disappointed in some of the costume choices some of my fellow
women were wearing.
It was sad to see some girls
dressed in provocative outfits.
I really should not be surprised. I guess -1 mean, after all,
it's Halloween, right?
Well, it might be I lalloween,
but thai does not give us a
license to dress inappropriately.
We're all still accountable for
our actions, because they do
have consequences.
If you're a girl who went out
tilis weekend in a revealing costume, this column is not meant
to somehow condemn you.
Instead, it's meant to get all of
us girls thinking about how the
way we dress can really make an
impact on ourselves and those
around us.
lust ask the person who is
interviewing you for that job
you want.
II doesn't matter if you're in
an office, a classroom or at a bar
- your clothing says something
about you.
If you've taken an IPC class
here at BGSU, you probably
learned that clothing is a form of
nonverbal communication.
Think about it: Whether we
want to or not, we make judgments about other people
based on how they present
themselves every single day in
any kind of setting.
Clothing choices are powerful,
especially for women.
When it comes to attracting men, we can either attract
them by revealing our bodies, or we can attract them by
respecting our own feminine
beauty and dressing in a way
that demands men to see our
dignity as women.
Men are typically more visually stimulated, and women
know that dressing provocatively
will get a guy's attention.
So why do we do it? What's
the motive? What kind of attention arc we really looking for?
I would bet that every single
person who is reading this right
now wants the same thing out of
life, and that is to be loved.
We all find fulfillment in loving another and being loved
by another.
We want the real thing; it's part
of being human. We find happiness in love.
This past February, the Pew
Research Center conducted a
large survey on what makes
people happy.
There were a few trends that
stood out among the rest and

one of those was marriage.
Forty-three percent of married people said they were very
happy in contrast to the 24 percent of unmarried people who
said they were very happy.
Those who have a relationship
based on love are happier. But is
it any wonder?
Do we really need a study to
tell us that being loved and cherished brings us joy?
Unfortunately, sometimes we
compromise our dignity lo find
that love and attention we seek.
When we women do not treat
ourselves with the respect we
deserve, we probably won't be
treated with much respect from
others, either.
Dressing in revealing clothes
does not make a guy want to
love you.
If you're drawing attention
lo your body by revealing so
much, then il is no wonder why
a guy would be interested only
in your body.
Some show off their bodies for
die purpose of sex. But is that
what we're really looking for?
Do we really want meaningless sex, only lo be discarded the
next day?
I would argue thai there's
something more there. Deep
down, people want to be loved
and sometimes use sex as a way
to get dial love.
But instead of receiving the
love they desire, they're jusl used
as an object for gratification.
And in the end, no one is happy.
If only men and women
had a much deeper respect
for one another.
ladies, if we want lo be seen
as beautiful women, then that's
how we need lo treat ourselves.
And, in mm, men will treat us
as beautiful women, too.
We have the power to turn
heads, or we have the power to
lurn hearts.
Ask a guy what kind of girl he
wants to bring home to mom.
Chances are he wants to
marry someone who respects
herself.
And guys, it's a two way street.
Girls need you to step up to
the challenge and treat them as
you would want a guy to treat
your mother, your sister or even
your future daughter.
The tension in the malefemale relationship could be
alleviated if we all honored the
dignity and beauty of the opposite sex.
If we challenged each other
to a higher degree of mutual
respect, I bet our relationships
would be much healthier.
But, il has to start somewhere,
and one thing women can do is
to dress in a way that is attractive, but not revealing.
You deserve to be treated with
reverence, so demand it.
And as a result, you'll get the
man who does treat you with the
utmost love and respect.
Sent/comments to Laien Wafer ar
water&Dgsmou
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Parking situation is | Rush Limbaughs comments appropriate
not a problem
COLE SHOOTER I TEXAS IECH

When I graduate In
December, 1 will be taking
with mi" two degrees. I he
lirsi will be my Bachelor
of Science in Journalism,
rhe second? My Ph.D. In
University Parking Studies,
lake it from the master:
Parking on this campus is just
line.While 1.1111 in support of
l iSS 9 proposal to turn lots 9,
I'and PX over to commuters,
I am still quite jealous thai I
didn't think Of il tirst. Cheers lo
sieve Swanson.
I or the rest of von people

Including author of last weeks
opini n the issue, Andrew
I lavahan lets gel you up to
speed on the overall parking
debate and the parking regulations you are unaware of

men want it. If you were really
creative, you would figure out a
way to get around that rule, bill
most of you won't even get to
thai point until you are a senior
like me.
I am going to finish this
entire semester and get out of
here without paying for a parking pass. No, no, don't worry.
You can congratulate me later
Call il my Thesis.''
Other way, is it really that big
of a deal to walk fifteen minutes

to Lot 6 Overflow and back? Give
me a break.
And I don't know where these
people learned how to drive, but
I never had a problem avoiding
the potholes, If they are a big
deal, then drive out farther in lot
<> to avoid them.
Third, and there are a few
exceptions to this rule, you can
park in any metcred space on
Saturdays, Sundays and any
weekday after 7:30 p.m. You can
park in any lot after 5 p.m., but
you can't park in commuter lots
between ,'i a.m. and 5 a.m.
Fourth, there is no reason
anyone receivinga ticket on this
campus should have to pay the
whole thing. After all, for about
99 percent of you, getting a ticket
isaonce-a year deal.

I he first thing you need to
know is what the students S8J
goes. And what many of you
want is not what the student
body majority wants.
Plavahan made an excellent
example ol this situation when
he proposed we issue fewer
tickets and. therefore, bring in
less money.
Then, on lop of the money
we would lose, we should pa]

every driver who claims theii
vehicle was damaged in our
lots, we should re-pave Lots
12.6, and (i I hcrllow, and we
should give the whole system a

"complete overhaul."
I he thing I lavahan is forgetting is that all the students
around him will finish school
herewith an average ol SI 5.000
in debt the) procured while
attending classes in buildings
that are tailing apart, lived in old
residence halls thai are filled to
capacity, and foughi with thousands of other students to secure
a lew dollars from the Universlrj
for their student organization
Something tolls me our first
focus should not be bringing in
less money and spending more
mone) on things which, in comparison, don't matter at all.
In my opinion, we shouldn't
spend a dime doing anything
to repair the parking lots on
this campus, 1 want every other
Citizen of this stale lo get oil' I7.1 and see the condition of Lot
b. I want them to see first hand
the effect turning their backs on
Americas future has had.
I lie second thing you can
learn here today is residents
don't get to park within spitting distance of anything. That's
just the way your uppcrclass-

So. go to the Undergraduate
Student Government mid appeal
it! They will understand. At the
least, they will reduce the fine,
bin there is an excellent chance
you uiini even pay adime,
The fifth thing every student should know about
parking on campus is to not
park on campus.
Then' are streets surrounding the entire campus that have
readily available public spaces.
There are also metered spols
surrounding campus, such as
behind W.G. Grinders.
Psssltt... the fine for going
over on a city meter or "two hour
limit'' sign is only S3. As a coin
parison, it costs SB to park in the
I Inn in lot all day. Sound like a
good deal? Then win aren't you
using it!
The last thing I am going lo
say about parking regulations is
faculty and stall should not be
able to park in commuter lots
unless iheir own lots are full. I
don't know o! anytime when
their lots were hill, but I sure see
a lot of them parking next fo me.
U hai's the deal?
Whcie's their ticket? Where's
ni\ revenue from that ticket?The
fine should come directly out of
their paycheck for unfair practices: When they park in my lot it
makes me late and my grade suffers. I low unethical is dial? How
unethical is NOT ticketing them?

Actor Michael). liix was
campaigning for Missouri
1 )emocratic Senate candidate
Claire McCaskill in poliiii al ads
on the issue of embryonic stem
cell research. McCaskill has made
Ihis issue one of her key points in
her quest to unseal Republican
Sen. jiin Talent I le opposes
embryonic stem cell research
and favors federally funded adult

stem cell research,
I ast Thursday, coaservative
radio show host Rush Ijmbaugh
criticized Fox for his ad, in which
Pox had heavy tremors from his
Parkinson's disease. Ijmbaugh
said that Pox likely has gone off
his medication in order to make
his tremors worse for the camera.
The backlash happened swiftly
thereafter, with many people in
media outlets further demonizing Limbaugh for his assumption. Ijmbaugh said, "In this
commercial, he is exaggerating
the effects of the disease. I le is
mining all around and shaking.
And it's purely an act."

Even though Rush has

been publicly skewered for his
assumption that Pox did not
take his medication and was
acting to further publicize Ins
tremors for his candidate's political gain, Ijmbaugh had a reason
to believe what he did Rat has
admitted on camera, and in
his book "Lucky Man," that he
would slop taking his medication
for public appearances on iH'half
of Parkinson's disease research.
Fox told ABC News anchor
I )iane Sawyer about going off
his medication to give a speech
to Congress in l999to"snOM
lawmakers what Parkinson's
looks like." In his book, he said,
"learning to titrate medication
so that it kicked in IxTore an
appearance < >r |x*iii mnance,
sometimes within minutes of my
cue, became a process of continuous tweaking and refining."
In the ad, Pox claims,
'Unfortunately Sen. lim Talent
opposes expanding stem cell

research Sen. Talent even want
ed to criminalize the science dial
gives us a chance for hope." Fox

Is wrong In Ids attack, howeve
Talent has voted in using federal
lundsln support adult stem cell
research many limes, mid OIIK
adamantly opposes embryonic
stem cell research

Faxopenh andunabashedrj lied to the public about Ins
candidates opponent Limbaugh
wasperfectf) entitled lo his
assumption about I ox dropping
Ids medication for the taping
of rhe advertisement While
Fox feels he is perfectly entitled
[0 make himsell seem worst1

for pubbc appearances, Rush
limbaugh is not allowed In s,i\
a word or make an assumption
about sornethlng (hat Fax has
admitted to doing in the past
The reason Rush was roasted
about his comments is because
he is a Republican
I he Democratic candidates
wish in make it seem thai
Republicans do not wan) I ox
to be able to he cured ol the

ravages ol Parkinsons disease,
rhe) want the American people
to believe thai i tiring people

ol these diseases is a partisan
issue. I hat Republicans want
those afflicted with illnesses
such as Parkinson's. Alzheimer's
and others to die, Republicans
stantiy painted as bean
less, unfeeling creatures, and
it's simply not true I aiding
rules Inr these conditions is not
a partisan issue, but the left is
perfectly happj campaigning
on iheliesih.ii their Republican
opponent wants people to die
slowly and painfully.
People cry fot bipartisan support on quite a few issues, but
while I lemocrats are spreading
liesaboul Republicans being the
onh thing holding these cures
bai k there can benowori
together on these issues. The
left's candidates are exploiting
sick people and using them
to further help their agenda ol
getting ilieii people in oMice

\lereh electing democrats into
office will noi i ure Parkins
Alzheimer's, as they would like
the public In believe. Il would,
onh il lies cured illm

Dude,
it
we lived at
Copper Beech...

Send comments to Amanda Hoover at
hoovama@bgsu.edu

THE INUIT HAVE OVER

ONE HUNDRED
NAMES FOR SNOW,
BUT JUST TWO FOR THE

WORLD'S GREATEST
GOURMET SANDWICH:

JIMMY AND JOHN

"""MET IAND*»»C*

SUBS SO FAST
YOU'LL FREAK!

1616 E. WOOSTER AVE.
419.352.7200
Jim l i.i.Cil

JIMMY
JOHNS

COM
l

...we wouldn't be sharing
a bathroom!
Full-size private bathrooms
Spacious bedrooms
Free high-speed Internet
connection
Free cable
"True Separation"
soundproofing system
No parking worries
Available furnished
or unfurnished

• Copper Beech Clubhouse
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Hastert may be on way out
By Andrew Taylor
The Associated Press

KATHYWILLENS
AND IT'S TRANS FAT-FREE TOO!: Edward Patti

AP PHOTO

'ncken employee, chows down on some of the company's trarv> toi-uec product m New Yoik. yesterday

KFC said yesterday it is phasing out trans fats in cooking its Original Recipe and Extra Crispy died chicken Potato Wedges, and other menu items but hasn't found a good alternative yel
for its biscuits

Colonel Sanders chooses health, cuts fat
By David B. Caruso
The Associated Press

NEW YORK
KFC said yestei
day ii Is phasing out trans fats
in cooking its Original Recipe
and Extra Crispy tried chicken,
Potato Wedges and other menu
items, hut hasn't found a good
alternative yet for its biscuits.
Health experts say nans fats
raise levels of artery-dogging
cholesterol and contribute to
heart disease.

NATION
BRIEF

Washington opposition
of Iraq policy heats up

I he restaurant chain said it
will start using zero trans tat
soybean oil systemwide in the
United States with the rollout
expected to be completed by
April 2007. KFC said many of its
approximately 5,500 restaurants
alreadj haveswitched.
kit President Gregg lledrick
said there would be no change in
die taste ol food items.
"Ihere is no compromise."
he said at a Manhattan news
conference. "Nothing is inure

for Republicans. President Bush said
America loses" if opponents of his Iraq
policy triumph in neit week's elections.
Undetened. House Democrats countered
with television ads critical of the war in
several competitive races. "There's a big
national debate in this country about
the direction of this war set by President
Bush. Defense Secretary (Donald)
Rumsfeld and Vice President Cheney,
and Democrats think we need to change
that policy." said Illinois Rep. Rahm
Emanuel. who heads the Demoaatu
campaign committee

( liuken and twisters also are
part of the menu change.

Dedrick said some prodiK rs
including biscuits will still be
made with trans fat while kl C

keeps looking for alternatives.
The announcement came just
ahead of a New \iirk City Hoard

of Health public hearing on a
plan to make New York the lust
U.S. city to ban restaurants front

sen ingfoodcontainingardficial
nans fats.
The change at KFC applies
only to U.S. restaurants for now.
Dedrick said. He said the com
parry was trying to find replacement oils fin its overseas resiau
units. I leadded that Kit outlets
in some countries already use
trans fat-free oils, but he would
not sav which countries.

Salmonella outbreak affects 18 states
ByMikeStobbt
The A

bacteria. Eleven people have
been hospitalized, health officials said.

All ANT \
\ salmonella
outbreak potentially linked to
produce lias sickened at least
172 people in IH states, health
officials said yesterday.
I IcaltholficialsthinktluTiai
teria may have spread through
some form of produce—the list
of suspects includes tomatoes.
But illnesses have not heen tied

"We're verj early in the
investigation," said Dave
Daiglc. a spokesman for
the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.

WASHINGTON (AP) - Campaigning
yesterday that "terrorists win and

important tons than the quality

of our food and preserving the
terrific taste ol our product."
t iisp\ strips, Wiuj;'.. Boneless
Wings, Buffalo and Crispy
Snacker sandwiches, Popcorn

to a specific product, chain, restaurants or supermarkets.
No one has died in the outbreak, which stems from a
common form of salmonella

The CDC detected the outbreak two weeks ago through
a national computer lab SVS
tern that looks for patterns and
matches in report- of lood-

bomeillness. I he U.S. Food and
Drug Administration joined
the investigation and will try to

trace the outbreak's origin.
Musi of the cases are in

adults, and more than till percent are women, said Dr. ( hris
Braden, a CDC epidemiologist
investigating the outbreak.
The states involved are
Arkansas,
Connecticut,
Georgia.

Maine.

Indiana.

Kentucky.

Massachusetts,

Michigan, Minnesota, .North
Carolina. \ew Hampshire,
Ohio, Pennsylvania, Rhode

Island,

lennessee. Virginia,

Vermont and Wisconsin.
Salmonella generally cause a
nonfatal, diarrhea-causing illness. Other symptoms include
nausea, vomiting, abdominal
cramps, fever and headache.

WASHINGTON — House
Speaker
Dennis
Hasten
is
expected
by
many
Republicans to step aside as
the GOP's leader if Democrats
win big in next week's election. He may be on his way
out even if the GOP emerges
with a narrow majority.
The No. 2 House Republican,
Majority Leaderlohn Boehner of
Ohio, is looking very much like a
candidate to fill Hastert's shoes
even though some Republicans
appear to be agitating for fresh
races all around, win or lose.
There's lots of grumbling
among Republican insiders
over real and imagined leadership lapses. Not the least of
those is the way Hastens office
handled — mishandled, some
critics say — the Mark Foley
page scandal.
Earlier episodes, including changing House rules two
years ago to protect former
Majority Leader Tom DeLay, RTexas, in case he got indicted,
helped breed the unhappiness.
Interviews with current and
former congressional aides,
GOP lobbyists and strategists
reveal surprisingly widespread
discontent with Hasten, suggesting a demoralizing election
could cement calls within GOP
ranks for new leadership.
He's in jeopardy whether we
win or lose," said GOP lobbyist
|im Dyer, a former staff chief
for the House Appropriations
Committee. "If we lose, I think
the parly will want somebody
younger and more articulate to
'carry its message as minority
leader and I'm guessing that'll
he lohn Boehner."
While Boehner isn't making
any overt moves on Hasten,
he's clearly positioning himself
to move up when and if Hasten
moves on.

y

Dennis Hastert
House Speaker

He has stepped into an election-season leadership vacuum, staffing a pre-election
war room called the "Majority
Project" and has raised his
media profile.
Hasten, meanwhile, has had
to assume a lower stance this
campaign season amid questions about how his office handled complaints about Ex-Rep.
Foley's behavior regarding male
former House pages.
Foley resigned abruptly on
Sept. 29 after being confronted
with sexually explicit computer
messages to former pages,
Republicansalrcady showed
signs of restiveness earlier
this year in elevating Boehner
to majority leader over Whip
Roy Blunt. R-Mo.. who represented the established leadership team.
"If they keep the majority by
one or two seats, there's going
to be some hard and fast discussions with some members
about Denny's future," said
a Republican lobbyist with
close ties to House GOP leaders. "I don't think he can stand
for speaker, not the way things
are going."
The GOP lobbyist demanded
anonymity given the sensitivity
of talking about the powerful
I lastert, as did a variety of GOP
insiders pondering the possibility of a leadership shuffle.
Hastert vows to soldier on.
"Republicans will win and I
will run for speaker," he told Fox
News' Sean Hannity on Sunday.
Asked if he is confident he'll
prevail. Hastert responded:
"One election at a time."

Fellow stripper alleges Duke rape
did not occur, accuser talks "crazy"
By Aaron Beard

"The trip in that car

The Associated Press

from the house...

DURHAM, N.C. — The woman
who said she was raped after
performing as a stripper at a
Duke lacrosse team party was
clearly impaired and "talking
crazy" afterward, the second
dancer at the party said in an
interview broadcast yesterday.
"The trip in that car from the
house ... went from happy to
crazy," Kim Roberts told ABC
News, which aired the interview
on "Good Morning America"
yesterday and posted details on
its Well site. "I tried all different
ways to get through to her."
Roberts, who has previously called the rape allegations
a "crock," left the party with
the accuser and drove her to a
nearby grocery store. Unable to
get the accuser to leave her car,
Roberts said she pushed on the
unmans arm and leg to try to
force her out.
At that point, Roberts said,
the accuser said: "'Go ahead,
go ahead. Put marks on me.
Cio ahead. That's what I want.
Go ahead.' And it chilled me
to the bone."
Durham County District
Attorney
Mike
Nifong
declined to comment yesterday when asked about
Roberts' comments.
While Roberts said she feels
that detail should be considered
at trial, she is worried it will
lead people to make assumptions about what happened at
the party.
"It's going to solidify their
opinions so much, that they're
not going to want to bear the
other aspects of the case, wh ich
I think are just as important."
she said, adding, "It's going to
make people not listen to any
other part of the story."
The accuser, a student
at North Carolina Central
University, told police she was
raped in a bathroom by three
men at a March 13 off-campus
team party.
A grand jury indicted three
players on charges of rape, kid-

went from happy to
crazy."
Kim Roberts |Dancer at Duke Party

napping and sexual offense; all
three have strongly declared
their innocence.
Roberts' story of what happened at the house has changed
over several interviews.
in April, Roberts told The
Associated Press she was not
in the bathroom and therefore
couldn't say if a rape occurred,
but she said those at the parly
were guilty of something other
than underage drinking.
In her single police interview,
Roberts said the rape allegations were a "crock" and that
she was with the accuser the
entire time they were at the
party, according to documents
filed by the defense.
Roberts has since said the two
women were separated at various points during the party.
Nifong said during a court
hearing last week that he and
his staff still hadn't interviewed
the accuser about the facts of
the case, leaving that to police,
and yesterday he reiterated that
his responsibility is to direct the
investigation, not conduct it.
"I've been prosecuting cases
for 28 years, and nobody has
ever asked me questions about
my policies in terms of when 1
have normally interviewed witnesses," Nifong said yesterday.
Roberts' attorney told ABC she
has not spoken with the police
since an initial interview in
March, and never with Nifong.
She's not sure if she will be
called as a witness at a trial,
which isn't expected to start
until spring.
"Because ... so much of (the
accuser's) statement differs
from mine ... I might not help
the prosecution at all as a witness," Roberts said.

DAILY ADVISING TIP
Do you have questions about your Degree Audit Report (DAR)7
Schedule an appointment wiih your advisor and bring a printed copy of
your audit with you to review.
Spnrnoml h> \<h nini; N.t«iiik
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Red Cross plans overhaul
By David Cwy

"This is a historic day for the American Red
Cross... We will succeed together to become
NEW YORK — The American Red
Cross, slung by criticism of how
the Red Cross the American people expect
ii handled Hurricane Katrine and
the Sepi. II attacks, announced
and deserve."
plans yesterday for a major overTfie Associated Press

haul that would include stashing
its 50-member hoard and Millie
ing the Influence of presidcntially
appointed overseers.
The reforms aie intended to ease
recurring friction between board
members and Red I toss management, and In address complaints
the organization was at times too
bureaucratic and unaccountable
aiiri Katrina and the attacks
Some of the changes in the 60yeat old governance structure can
be Implemented unilaterally hut
the main proposals will require
approval from Congress for revisions in the organizations run
gressional charter.
A key senatoi who has pressed
the Red ( loss for reforms. Chuck
Grassley, I! Iowa, praised the proposals and expressed hope that
Congress would swiftly approve
them. "'It'sgood news that the Red
Cross1 hoard recognized that a
Bend Aid won't do." Crassle\ said
Tile changes, approved without
opposition by the existing hoard,
resuli from an unprecedented six
month review by a panel oi outside experts.

Bonnie McElveen-Hunler I Chanwoman
I lighlights of the reforms that
would need congressional approval include:
-Explicitly delegating responsibility for day-to-day operation-.
to the Red Cross' full-time professional management, with the
board focusing mainly on longer
term strategic oversight
-Reducing the board of governors to between 12 and 2(1 members by March 31.2012. An interim
goal is to have no more than 25
iiieinlrcrs In 2009.
-Creating a single category of
hoard members. Now. most are
elected by local chapters, some
ate elected by the hoard, and others, including the chairman, are
appointed by the U.S. president.
Shifting seven of the presiden
tiallv appointed governors — all
hut the chairman - into a newly
created Cabinet Council that will
be merely advisory.
Hie board would also ask management In Improve and expand
awareness of the organizations
whisilehlmvcr process among Red

Cross employees and volunteers.
Grassley, among others, had urged
this step, saying the organizations
instinct in the past was to play
down internal problems instead of
confronting them.
"i his is a historic day for the
American Red Cross," said the
board's current chairwoman,
Ronnie McElvccn-lluntcr. "We
will succeed together to become
the Red Cross the American people expect and deserve."
The 125-year-old charity was by
far the biggest player in respond
ing to I lurricane Katrina, raising
S2 billion, mobilizing 235.000 volunteers and helping hundreds of
thousands of displaced people.
Yet it was sharply criticized for
responding too slowly in some
low-income, minority areas, for
over-reliance on inexperienced
staff, and for reluctance to work
closely with other nonprofits
The Red Cross itself, in a candid internal report acknowledged
thai shortcomings included overwhelmed volunteers, inflexible

CHItOSE SUZUKI
CRITICISM LEADS TO CHANGE: People line up lor food provided by the Amencon Red Cross in the Ukeshwe neighborhood o(
New Orleans Sparked by cnlicivm ol its response to Hurricane Katrina. the American Red Cross released plans yesterday 'or sweeping
changes in the way it governs itself

altitudes and inadequate antiii-aiid measures.
To address fraud and othei
issues of financial accountability,
the Ixiard is trying to recruit anew
chief audit executive with more
authority than any predecessor'..
The board also is searching for
a new president. I he position has
been filled on an interim basis b)
lack Mel luirc, a Red (Iross veteran,

since Marsha Evans resigned last
December following Iriciion with
the lioard.
K was the second time in three
years such lending led to a leadership change altei a national
disaster. The previous president

Dr. Bemadette Heary, said she was
forced to resign paitlv because
of disputes with the hoard over
whelhei nione;, received altei the

Researchers 'Happy' after discovering elephant self-awareness
By Andrew Bridges
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — If you're
I lappy and you know it. pat
your head.
That, In a peanut shell, is
how a 34-year-old female
\sian elephant in the Bronx
Zoo showed researchers that

pachyderms can recognize
themselves in a mirror —
complex behavior observed
in only a few other species
The test results suggest elephants — or at least Happy
— are self-aware I he ability to
distinguish oneself from others had been shown Only in
humans, chimpanzees and, to
a limited extent, dolphins.
That self-recognition may

underlie the social complexity
seen In elephants, and could
be linked to the empathy and
altruism that the big-brained
animals have been known
to display, said researcher
Diana Betas, of the Wildlife
Conservation Society, which
manages the Bronx Zoo.
In a 2005 experiment. Happy
laced her reflection in an Hhy-8-foot mirror and repeatedly used her trunk to touch
an "X" painted above her eye.
The elephant could not have
seen the mark except in her
reflection. Furthermore, Happy
ignored a similar mark, made

WIIFREDOKE
TRUNKS: An African Elephant grabs a pumpkin treat during "Metroboo'at M
Metrozoo The annual two-day event features games and prizes for children

"It seems to verify for us she definitely
recognized herself in the mirror."

Sept. 11 attacks should be placed
in a separate kind or B genera!

disaster fund
\hi,uiie. explaining the need
lot a ladieal overhaul, noted that
the charity's governance sum lure
was last changed in 1946.
"We had a hoard that was
designed and set up bj guiding
principles from a time tints no
longer relevant" he said.

No leftist link
for voting
machine co.
By Hop. Y.n
I Press

Joshua

on the opposite side of her head
in paint ol an identical smell
and texture, that was Invisible
unless seen under black light.
"It seems to verify for us she
definitely recognized herself
in the mirror," said loshua
I'lotnik, a researcher behind
the study. Details appear this
week on the Web site of the
Proceedings of the National
Academy ol Sciences.
Still, two other ZOO elephants.
Maxine and Batty, failed to
touch either the visible or ln\ Isible "X" marks on their heads in
two runs ol the experiment But
all three adult female elephants
at the ZOO behaved while in
front of the jumbo mirror In
ways that suggested they rccog
nized themselves, said I'lotnik,
a graduate student at Emorj
University in Atlanta
Maxine, for instance, used
the tip ol liei mink to probe
the inside of her mouth while
facing the mirror. She also used
her trunk to slowly pull one ear

toward the mirror, as if she were
using the reflection to investigate herself. The reseaniieis

reported not seeing that type ol
behavioral any other time.
Doing things in front ol the
mirror: that spoke volumes to
me thai the] were definite!)
recognizing themselves," said
lanine Brown, a research phj si
ologist and elephant expert
at the Smithsonian National
Zoological I'ark in Washington.
She was not connected with the
study but expressed interest in
conducting follow-up research.
Gordon! lallup, the psychologist who devised the mark
test in 1970 for use on chimps,
called the results 'vcrv strong
and very compelling." But
he said additional studies on
both elephants and dolphins
were needed,
"They rcallv need to he replicated in order to he able to saj

with any assurance that dolphins and elephants indeed as
species are capable 01 recognizing themselves. Replication
is the cornerstone ol scieni e,
said Gallup, a professor at the
Male University of New York at
Albany, who provided advice to

the researchers.

WASHINGTON
\ Venezuelan
businessman yesterday defended
his purchase of a U.S. manu
factlirer of touch screen voting
machines, saving his compa
nies have no ties to Venezuelan
President Hugo ('.have/.

Antonio Mugica. dual-Spanish
Venezuelan citizen and CEO ol
Smartmatic Corp., denied that
either Smartmatic or its subsid
iary, Sequoia Voting Systems, Inc.,
wasevet controlled or influenced
by Chavez's leftist government
"We an1 definitely concerned
about the allegations published
which are utteilv false," Mugica
said at a news briefing "I haven 1
met President (have/. I look
forward to the completion ol a
review bv the U.S. government"
"That's how confident we
are in the caliber ol the people
involved," he said.
Smartmatic, based in Boca
Raton, I la., and Sequoia Voting,
which makes voting machines
in 16 slates and the District of
Columbia, on Sunda) said the)
had asked the U.S. government to
investigate their 1995 merger to
dispel what ihev 1 ailed baseless
rumors of ties to Chavez.
I he Committee on Foreign
Investment in the United Stales

or Clius. had been reviewing the

Review uncovers false information of military casualties since Iraq War
By Robert Burnt
The Associated Press

WASHINGTON — The families
of seven soldiers who died in Iraq
or Afghanistan wen' given incorrect or misleading Information
about the deaths, the Arinv has
concluded after a review of war
casualty reports,

'fhereviewcovetedliundredsof
casualty reports and began a pi 11
cess ordered by Anny Secretary
I raneis I larvey to ensure families

nxi iveaccurateinfonnation.
An Army spokesman, 1.1. CoL
Kevin Arata. said vesteidav the

review found seven cases in which
families were given erroneous
information.The licsl known was
Cpl, Patrick Tillman, the former
National Football league player
whose family initially was told he
had been killed by enemy forces
in Afghanistan. After lillmaii's
memorial service the family was
lokl the truth: 1 Ie was killed unintentionally by gunfire from his fel-

low soldiers.
The Tillman case iriggeied a
series of highly publicized Army
Investigations, leadingto 1 larvey's
decision last April to begin a
(11 lit -level investigation of every
soldiers death, rather than only
under certain circumstances.
More than I .H00 Anny soldiers
have died in Iraq since the war
began in March 2003; about 240
have died in Afghanistan. (K ei all,
more than 2,800 U.S. military
members have died since the

Mini Mall

auty Salon
,.
[Full
Set

ecials: r«
Spa Pedicure

Now Open Sundays:
6 am - 2 pm &
6 pm - 3 am

lieiitilar Manicures

Breakfast Served
Anytime

Guardsmen, 11. Andre Tyson and
Spc. Patrick McCaffrey, were murdered in Iunc2004 by Iraqi civil
defense soldiers they were training. The Anny initially told the
men's families they wen- killed in
an enemy ambush.
It wits two yean before the
guardsmen's families were told

Department which oversees
the foreign investment committee, confirmed (THIS has been
in contact with Smaitinaiic. She
declined to comment whether

there was a formal investigation.

&U:

PRIME RENTALS AVAILABLE NOW FOR
SUMMER & FALL '07

$28

s/ 5
•$25
1 _

s / ,'- /5

..lllnii \„v. IS

Sunday Specials:
$4.75 (include* coffee)
Dine in only
2 pancakes. 2 eggs,
2 pieces of bacon
-or2 eggs, homefrirs,
meat, toast

summer when Army officials
ivvealed two California National

the truth.
In another case, in September
200!> the Arm) acknowledged
publicly that it had known loi
mote than a year after Isi It.
Kenneth Billiards death in Iraq In
May 2004 thai he was not killed
in action, as initially reported.
The familv was not told the truth
that he died ol wounds from
the accidental discharge 1 it .1 US
machine gun alter a firelight in
the city ol'Najaf- until that pub
lie acknowledgment.

Make us your FIRST CHOICE and find your FIRST CHOICE;

CORNER GRILL

Open 24 Hours,
Monday - Saturday

start ol the Iraq war.
The issue of inaccurate casualty Information resurfaced last

deal since the- spring alter Hep.
Carolyn Mafoney, D-N.Y, called
ten an investigation, citing a risk
totheintegrit) ol US elections.
"lam glad that our government
will get the answers to art) questions about this sale." \Ialonev
said In a statement yesterday.
This helps maintain confidence
in out electoral system.'
Brookf) Mclaughlin, spokes
woman for the
I reason,

Keiiilra MiKiiiiiiss
i 19-352-7658
190 S.M»lo, Downtown M
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STOP
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HAUNTED
From Page 1

KIICHIRO SATO

room workingon scaffolding when
he noticed that the room's temperature of 106 suddenly became
cold. Then he cast his gaze upon a
floating white "cloud" which then
disappeared into the bathroom.
Man Goodwin, a sophomore
and resident of Rodgers feels that
what the janitor and technician
saw, could have very well been a
ghost.
"I've never personally had
experiences with Rodgers' ghosts.
However, I'd like to believe in
ghosts because they make this
time of year more interesting,"
Goodwin said.
The tour's next stop—Kohl 1 fall.
A bakery used to be located where
the fireside lounge is now.
A
fourteen-year-old
boy
named loey and his parents were
employed by the bakery. One day,
loey was killed in an unfortunate
accident at the bakery.
To this day, loey haunts Kohl
Hall.
I le likes to open and lock doors,
manipulate electrical equipment,
hide objects and stand over residents' beds at night.
Rumor has it that loey is especially fond of the third floor girls.
krisi ina Sharp a freshman, lives
in mom 302 and has had some
experiences of her own.
Sharp, who had just bought a
new |>air of earrings, came back to
her room to find that the earrings
weren't there.
"I searched for two days, but

APPHOIO

CLINTON VISITS OHIO: Foimer President Bill Clinton speab at a rally yesterday in
Columbus. Seeling to capitalize on'a momentum that finds them ahead in key races for
the U.S. House and Senate. Ohio Democrats hosted Clinton al a campaign rally for U.S.
Rep Sherrod Brown, who is running against incumbent Sen Mike DeWme. R-Ohio. for

"I don't think ghosts exist - it's all a figment
of a person's imagination. I don't feel that

theatre.

they are scary because they can't physically
harm me."
KaitlinMY

killed in the war.
To ibis day, women say they feel
a sense of protection when in die

-tan

couldn't find them. later, I walked
into ray roam and the earrings
were sitting in die middle of my
chair. I knew it wasn't my momntate because she was at home,"
Sharp said.
Caitlin Keclor and Elena
lloravth, freshmen ■ roommates,
feel that loey has had his fun with
them as well.
According to I lorauh, loey took
the bolts out of one end ol hei
guardrail. She searched everywhere - under the futon, the desk
and chairs—but they weren't any
where. Two weeks later, the bolts
re-appeared on the middle of her
desk
Another time, when I lorauh
was about to fall asleep, she
noticed a shadow crawl arm- ho
tissue box. She was then startled
by noises in both her and Keelor's
closet.
The tour continued with two
ghosts — Alice and the man-intan — at the Eva Marie Saint and
loe \i. Brown theaters.
According to kueheck. Alice,
a young actress from the 1920s,
resides in both theatres, While
Alice's death is unclear, there are
two known possibilities, One
claims that Alice was hii and killed
by a stage prop during the play

Othello. The other says that Alice
was returning to the University to
collect an award when she was
killed in a car accident
lire man-in-tan is said to haunt
die hat rrxmi of the theatres. I le is
a protector of young women, and
isn't too fond of men.
With each play, the stage manager must invite /Mice to attend.
She is often seen in the balcony,
watching over the plays. I lovvever,
if Alice is not invited, she becomes
angry, and the plays will not go as
planned.
The man-in-tan isanother story,
lluring WWII, men learned howto control planes in a radio room
when1 the hat room in University
I lall is now located. The man-in-

types of bags Dr. ()' Shea recommends that students look toward
gelling one thai provides a well
cushioned strap so it doesrii cut
into the shoulder and damage
major muscles, like the deltoid.
Other students like Mali Sloan.
freshman, use the* new diagonal
strap backpack.

pack.

tan was one of them.
As a medal treat to the boys, a
dance was held in the gymnasium Iwhere loc I-. lirown theatre is
now located). It has been said that
after the dance, the man-in-tan
fell obligated to w-.dk all the single
women home.
One night, die man-in-tan was
unable to attend the hahilual
dance, and one of the women,
on her u-.dk home, was ra|xtl and
killed.
The man-in-tan blamed himself for her death, and was later

However, the hat room is usuallv
avoided by men because they lend
lo feel uneasy, knowing thai the
man-in-tan isn't a fan of males.
While continuing the tour.
kueheck named several oilier
haunted places.
The Alpha Xi Delta sorority house is preoccupied by a past
sister named Janet in room 200.
Residents have heard a typewriter-like noise in the middle ol the
night, banging noises and music.
Kucbeck said that Lynn Patton
saw Uiiit the baby grand piano
in the dorm was being played In
itself.
Anodier haunting dates back
lo the time when Prout 1 fall was
located in the same place the
Union's bookstore is now. This
ghost, also named Alice, was a
former secretary of the hall. After
/Mice died, then- was a self-portrait
hung above an employee's desk
As a joke, someone stuck a
Lifesavcr candy on the mouth
of die painting, litter in die day,
Alice's painting spat die piece of
candy at an employee.
It is said that very painting still
hangs in the bookstore's back

office,
"I don't think ghosts exist — it's
all a figment of a persons Imagination. I don't feel that they are
scary because they can't physically
harm me. So as far as the ghosts on
campus go, they most likely were
created for entertainment," Kaillin
McConaha. freshman.

(heUS Senate

THESIS

creative

writing

BAGS

students.

From Paqe 2

Woodhouse said.

From Page 8
cies for the graduate school
and its students, Woodhouse
said.
■| he concern ol the creative
writing issues were brought up
to the council and they pointed
out that current policies don't
bode well with them in professional ways, Woodhouse
said.
Theadministration has been
very understanding about this
issue and willing to work with
students, Swansonsaid.
The graduate college has
presented five options foi
manuscript submission to

"The option to submit
abstract and bibliographic
information only toOhfoUNK
hut have a paper still be subin it led to i he (Iraduate < lollege
for microfilming and library
copj is the option students are
leaning toward." Woodhouse
said.
Right now the Academic
Policies and Standards committee is where [he legislation
is ,u and once it is approved it

will take the effect.
"People spend six to ten

years working on thesis and
dissertations and they just
want to get something out of
il.'Sw.insnn said.

this type of injury.
"Many times the one strap
messenger bags have a thin strap
which arts into the shoulder, and
widi having only one strap, all die
weight is focused into one area,"
cautioned Dr. O' Shea.
Some students like Nolan
Gunnoe, freshman, who use the
one strap messenger bags say the
backpacks provide no comfon.
"Having all the weight from my
hooks in one area puts a lot of
stress on my shoulder and after
awhile the pain is pretty bad and
I have to put the bag down," said
Gunnoe.
For diose who plan to use diese

Ah diagonal strap on my backpack is made in a way dial I can't
put a lot ot hook- in it," said I Ilu ill
"So in the end, it prevents me from
carrying a lot. and my shoulders
don'l feel like I'm carrying a bunch
of bricks."
As mentioned before, weight
in a backpack contributes greatly to hack problems later in
life. According to the American
Chiropractic Association, a backpacks weight should be no more
than 10 percent of a person's body
weight.
Recently, the California State
Assembly passed legislation that
would force its school districts to
develop ways of reducing weight
In students backpacks.
For those students experienc-

Scan says this new style is great
for backpacks
"\l\ diagonal strap backpack
provides well cushioned snaps.
said Sloan. "The shoulder snap
goes from side-to side so the
weight is well distributed.''
Some students PHO mentioned
that the diagonal soap offers lea
lures thai help accommodate
hack pain.
Adam Elliott, freshman, is
another user of this type of back-

ing pain, there is some hope.
"Doing small routine stretches
or using lit ill- things like a therapy hall can help pain," said Dr.
O'Shea.
Dr. O'Shea recommended
that students who are experi
encillg chronic pain should seek

help because it's always best to
assume theie's something wrong
than to not assume and suffer
critical damage.
And before students purchase a
less-stable, but Bendy backpack,
Dr. O'Shea cautions that health is
more important than fashion.
"Its easy lo fall in line and do
what every body else is doing, lie
a trend-setter by getting a backpack that takes care ol yom both
and use it properly, it will ailed
you later on in life."

November 1-15, 2006
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SIDELINES

lens soccer still
looking for MAC win
By Bill Bord*wick
Reporter
On a cold and rainy day. the BG
men's soccer leam went down
in defeat 2-1 at the hands of conference rival Western Michigan.
I he falcons fell to 3-13-1 overall on the season as the Broncos
improved to6-11-1.
BG notched (he first goal in
the fourth minute ol action when

WOMEN S CROSS
COUNTRY
Runners earn
regional ranking:

defenseman lacob Lawrence was

The women's cross country

able to connect for his first career
goal at the school beating Bronco
goal keeper Casey Aubil,
"Jacob's first goal - it was
kind of nice," said coach I red
Thompson. "It was off a corner
kick. Kyle Williams was the first
to the ball and he got to George
I lavis who was able to find Jacob
for the goal."
I he Broncos tied the game
in the 22nd minute when loin
Oatley was able to beat BG goal
keeper Paul Shoemaker. Oatley
notched his sixth goal nlThe season With the seore.

leam has been ranked No. 13
in the Great Lakes Region by
the Women's Intercollegiate
Cross Country Coaches
Association.

SCHEDULE
TODAY
Men's soccer:
at Western Michigan; 3 p.m.

OUR CALL

\t the half, the two teams

On the way up

were lied at one and each leam
had taken nine shots, with three
of those shots directed on goal

Treats: Congratulations to

for each.

the women's

The Broncos earned the come
from behind victory in the 79th
minute when Terr) Doweling beat
Shpemaker for t he goal.

cross county
team for their

Ii was a good game — a good
competitive game,' Thompson
said. "The field was pretty wel as
it had rained for aboul a week. Il
made the looting very slippery
out there.
For the game, the Broncos
ouishot the Falcons 14-13 as
well as beating the falcons in
shots cm goal eight to seven.
Both Shoemaker and Aubil
made six saves a piece for their
respective teams.
The game concluded the regular
season's for both squads Western
Michigan finished 3 2 in Mid
American (inference play, while
the Falcons concluded MAC play
by goingll-fi.
The Northern Illinois Huskies
and the Akron Zips finished with
the top records will havea bye fa
the play in round.
I he thild seeded Broncos will
play host to sixth seeded falcons
today at 3 p.m. in what will be
rematch of the game completed
on Friday
"No surprises — I am expecting
more of the same I lopefully ihe
field is a little better than ii was on
Friday," Thompson said. "I know
they are 4-0 in conference home
games, so il should lx' exciting."
In the other play-in match up.
the fourth-seeded University of
Buffalo Bulls will host the fifthseeded II'IAY Mastodons.

strong performance at the
MAC Championships this
weekend in Buffalo. NY.

Kipchoge, runners

On the way down
Tricks: With the exception
of the afore

JORDAN FLOWER

mentioned

DC8GWWS

stumble in MAC finale

MAKING A SPLASH: Chelsea Lopus. pictured here against Cincinnati, placed lust in the IO0 butterfly Friday against Toledo.

team, every

By Josh Whetharholt
Reporter

other BG squad lost at least
one contest this weekend,
capped off by BG's 28-14
loss to Temple University,
a team that was largely
considered to be the worst
Division l-A college team in

football.

Swept away
Swimmers show improvement, but lose both weekend MAC meets
Josh Narotsky
Reporter

The List
So you're a guy who likes
sports and still doesn't have a
costume for tonight? The BG
News is here to help with the
top five sports costumes for
this Halloween:

1. The LeBrons: A
solo effort with any of the
Nike ad characters is good,
but a team effort with all
four is even better.

2. Bengals player:
Just find a Bengals jersey.
some handcuffs and a bit
of contraband to hang out
of your pocket and you'll be

Over the weekend, the women's swimming team struggled, dropping both of their
road meets against Toledo and
Eastern Michigan to open MidAmerican Conference play.
In the meet at Toledo, which
took place Friday night, the
Falcons lost to the Rockets,
149-93. Although the squad
lost. liG had four first place
finishes in all.
Alisha Yee won the 200
IM in 2:09.43. Yee beat out
Chelsea lopus, who recorded
a time of 2:11.10. Other individual winners were Caroline
Keating and lennifer Wright,
who won the 1000 and the 200
yard freestyle, respectively.
The Falcons 200 meter medley relay team of Yee, Prankie

"That was a tough
meet for us, because
everyone was so
tired from the meet
the night before."
Brit O'Connor | BG swimmer
Houck, Meg Richardson and
Michael Carriage recorded
a time of 1:49.76, which was
good for second.
The next day, the Falcons
traveled to Ypsilanti, Michigan
to take on the Eagles of Eastern
Michigan. The competition
was closer, but again the result
was the same as the previous
night, a 168-128 loss.
"Thai was a tough meet
for us, because everyone was

so tired from the meet the
night before," said BG's Brit
O'Connor.
However, there were some
outstanding individual performances as well. Lopus recorded her first individual ram
victory with a time of 59.76 in
the 100yard butteilly. Keating
also was victorious in another
event, recording a 10:30.39 in
the 1000 meter freestyle.
"1 thought my performance
was OK in the meet, hut there's
definitely room for improvement." Keating said.
Yee had another stellar performance, winning the lOOand
200 meter races, along with the
200 IM. She also finished second in the 100 yard backstroke,
while O'Connor finished third
in the same race.
., SWIM;

110

I he mud and the rain prevailed
ovet the men's cross country
leam Saturday in Buffalo. NY
as the Falcons placed eighth in
the Mid-American Conference

meet, beating only Toledo.
Champion hopeful Eddie
Kipchoge look three tumbles
throughout the race, but kept in
contention for a title until the
third fall finished him for good,
twisting his knee and putting
him just out of reach of AllMAI honors.
"Eddie had a real tough time
with the mud." said coach Cami
Wells. "He has a short stride,
which is tough in the mud. and
ihe ihird fall threw him menially. I le was disappointed l»n he'll
regroup for the regional meet.
The race was won by Corey
Nowhzke of Eastern Michigan.
who won ihe leam event, placing seven runners in the top 14
and having a near-perfect score

of 23.
Kipchoge finished Ihe race in
18th with a season worst time
of 28:33.90. He was followed by
Brad Wells in 27th with a 29:59.
85. who fared slightly belter in

the conditions than Kipchoge.
"(Brad] ran well — he has a
long stride and he is a little bigger than your average runner,
with a little more muscle, and
ihat helped," Wells said.
I he last live Falcons to CTOSS
the line only spanned 10 places
in the race, led by senior Rogers
Kipchumba in 51st, who was lol
lowed by Edgar Ramirez in 53rd,
Curtis F'arnsel in 59th, Kevin
Kaighin in 60th and Hillary
MaiyoinGlst.
Coach Wells is happy with the
overall progress her team made
this season.
"I can't say I'm disappointed,
Wells said. "They have clone well
and we have something to work
for with the regional and next
season."
The Falcons return home to
host the Greal lakes Regional

Nov. 11,
I he key locus now is to gel
front man Eddie Kipchoge
through ihe regional and to the
national meet in Indiana.
We mainly want to put on a
good show and improve upon
lasi yeai and help Fddie gel
to nationals.' Weils said. "He
See RUNNERS. Page 10

good to go.

3. Hanson brothers:
First, no. it's not the feminine
looking boy band from the
nineties. They may be a little
old. but it gives you and two

Bengals struggle to find
their rhythm at midseason

friends a reason to be overly
destructive

4. Jamaican
Bobsled team: Must
be done in a team of four
and must talk in obnoxious
Jamaican accents.

5. Bill Belichick: If
you haven't shaved for a few
days, this one
will be perfect
Just find an
old New
England
Patriots
hoodie, a
headset
and then
refuse to
smile for the
remainder of
the night.

_____

By Jo. Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI — Rudi Johnson
thinks
the
Cincinnati
Bengals should slop trying
to get fancy and stick with
the running game, Willie
Anderson thinks they need
to get tougher and figure out
what they want to do.
A day after the Bengals' latesl
loss, coach Marvin Lewis had
no shortage of suggestions for
how to get il right.
Not that he wanted to hear
any of them, of course.
The defending AFC North
champions are still in a funk
with the middle of the season approaching, and the
frustration is starting to
bubble out. Johnson and
Anderson, two veteran
leaders in Ihe locker room,
called for change after a
29-27 loss to the Atlanta
Falcons on Sunday.
"We have no identity, what
we are," said Anderson, a
Pro Bowl right tackle in
his 111 h season.

"We changed what was work
ing," said Johnson, who holds
the club rushing record. "If
it ain't broke, don't fix it You
know what I mean, lake a look
at it. A lot of games we lose is for
that reason."
The loss dropped the Bengals
to 4-3, trailing Baltimore by one
game for the division lead. The
Bengals have a lot to get straightened out before their game next
Sunday in Baltimore.
First, they've got to get a grip
on emotions.
Lewis didn't like his two veterans sounding off after the
Bengals' third loss in their last
four games. He attributed the
remarks, many of which came
across as second-guessing, lo
the normal frustration that
comes with losing.
Then, he zinged them.
"We do certain things on
offense, and 1 appreciate their
thoughts," Lewis said Monday.
"But if they were always 100
percent right, we would really
be in great shape."
See BENGALS | Page 10

TOM UHlMA

TOUGH GOING: Chris rVry. left, is tabled by Fakons defenders Keith Brooking, center, and Patrick Kemey. fight In Sundays
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The Falcons quarter of
Keating. Wright, Houck, and
Richardson won the 400
meter freestyle relav with a
time of 3:38.59.
In diving action, Ashley
Belrose recorded a score of
211, which was earned her
third place.
Despite the losses, the
team felt as if they performed well.
"We've made a lot of progress from the beginning of
the year." O'Connor said.
"People were out of shape.
but now we are doing well."
Next Saturday, the Falcons
travel to Athenstotakeon the
Bobcats of Ohio University.
"We did a really good job
opening up the MAC season." Keating said. "Our
success against MAC teams
will determine how good of
a team we are Every meet
will give us a chance to get
better, and as long as we
learn something from it, we
will improve."

RUNNERS
From Page 9
hasn't lost at home this year
and he knows the course
very well, lie has something to prove after MAC
and that will bring out the
best in him."
The Great Lakes is run
sistently one of the best
regions in the country.
playing host to top ranked,
defending national champion Wisconsin, as well as
Notre Dame, Michigan and
Eastern Michigan among
several others.
Wells isn't worried about
this stout competition at
the regional though, feeling Kipchoge can handle
the pressure.
"That's why we went to
Minnesota,
to compete
against the best in the nation,
so come regional he'll he prepared for it," Wells said.

Lewis is accustomed to
receiver Chad lohnson sounding off about something or
other, hut the running back is
usually diplomatic about the
playcalling. After he watched
most of the latest loss from
the sideline. Kudi lohnson
sounded off.
lie carried five times for 32
\.iids and a touchdown on the
Bengals' opening drive, then
got the ball one more time on
the final play of the quarter. In
the second quarter, the Bengals
started throwing the ball and
handing it to Chris Perry.
lohnson carried six times in
the third quarter, and that was
it. He finished with 46 yards
on 12 attempts and bitterness
the Bengals went away Irom the
run after the first dri\ c.
"There's so much going on,
trying to do too much," loluisi HI
said. "Stick with what's working.
If you're trying to win the ballgame, stick with what's working. If they find a way to stop it,
then you change up. But don't
just cold-turkey something for
nothing, for no reason."
An offense that was one of
the league's best last season
has been out of sync from the
outset. Quarterback Carson
Palmer is still rounding into
form from reconstructive knee
surgery, receiver Chris Henry
has been in and out of the
lineup because ol a disciplinary benching and an \T I siis
pension, and the offensive line
has been repeatedly shuffled
because of injury.
lohnson thinks the Bengals
get too exotic instead of Sticking
with what works.
"It's real simple." he said. We
make it real complicated. It
shouldn't he that complicated."
On the other side of the
locker room, Anderson questioned the team's toughness
and preparation.
"Weshouldn't be havingthese
same concerns we're having
from week to week." Anderson
said. "How are we going to pla\

on the offensive line? Or, how
is the defense going to play?Or,

whatever it's going to be."
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GOTTA JET: New Yotlt Jets tight end Chris Baker attempts to bring the bad in for a TD catch against the Browns on Sunday. Baker was ruled out of bounds in a < *

Crennel leads Browns to second win
By Tom Withers
The Associated Press
BEREA - Romeo Crennel
couldn't he talked into doing
an encore. That's probably a
good thing, too.
tine day alter helling out a
few lines from a song during
his pregame speech before
the Browns faced the New
"link lets. Cleveland's coach
turned down a chance to
lepeat his performance on a
more public stage.
"Oh, no," Crennel said with a
laugh during his news conference. 'You'll want me to sing
all the time."
It's hard to envision Crennel
doing his best Luther Vandross
or Tony Bennett impersonation
amid a crow (led locker room of
fited-up NFL players prepai
ing to take the field and smash
heads for (id minutes.

Crennel's melodic choice
was unknown but whatever
tune he selected, it certainly
got the Browns humming.
In its first game under the
direction of new coordinator leff Davidson, Cleveland's
offense moved quickly and
efficiently, the club's defense
made big plays and forced
turnovers, and, for one of the
lew tunes since their expansion rebirth, the Browns had
,i i ontrnversial call in the final
minute go their way.
Other than some breakdowns on special teams, the
Browns (2-5) had their best

game of the season,
And, despite injuries to
guard |oe Andruzzl (knee),
linebacker Willie McCiinest
(ankle) and defensive tackle
Orpheus Roye (hamstring), the
Browns came out of the 20-13
\ ictory relatively healthy—and

feeling good about the lest of
the season.
"It always feels better alter a

victory,* Crennel said.
The Browns needed one
badly.
They got their first at home
this season by running the ball
more than they had in their
previous six games Reuben
Droughns gained a season
high 125 yards on 33 carries—his most since coming to
Cleveland before last season.
Davidson's game plan was
designed to exploit a lets
defense that entered the
game yielding an average ol
142 yards per game. When
Droughns picked up II yards
on his first attempt, then 10
on his second, the Browns
were off and running.
"That gave us some encouragement to keep calling it,"
Crennel said.

Unlike departed offensive
coordinator Maurice Caribou,
whom Crennel continues to
insist resigned and wasn't fired
last week, Davidson kept things
basic with simple, with basic
formations and playcalling.
Several
Browns
players
complained of mass confusion under Carthon. There was
none of that on Sunday.
"It was a smooth operation."
quarterback t bailie I rye said.
There was fluidity on the
other side of the line.
Helped by the return of
comerback Leigh liodden,
who missed the two previous
games with an ankle injury,
Cleveland's defense was able
to put pressure for four quarters on lets quarterback Chad

Pennington. He finished just
ll-of-28for 108 yards and was
intercepted
Sean (OIKS.
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CONFLICT: The spiritual leader of Australia's Muslim community. Sheik Taj Aldm al-Hilali. in brown cape, joins membefs of Sydney's
Lebanese community in a march through Sydney's central business district. Al-Hilali. Australia's top Islam* cleric, who sparked outrage with
recent comments during a sermon saying that immodestly dressed women invite rape, fainted yesterday and was taken to a hospital by
ambulance, police said

Cleric under fire for remarks
By Rohan Sullivan
The Associated Press
SYDNEY, uistralia - Amid
Intense
public
criticism,
Australia's top Islamic cleric
yesterday repudiated remarks
he made likening women without head ■.carves to "uncovered
meat,'' and he temporarily gave
up mosque dudes after a fainting
spell left Mm hospitalized
i he 65 year old Egyptianborn cleric, sheik raj Aldin alHilali, was admitted to a Sydnej
hospital alter collapsing during
a meeting with mosque administrators following days of criticism ovei comments thai also
blamed immodestly dressed
women for rape.
In a Statement later yesterday
Al-Hilali said he was temporarily
giving up his duties al Australia's
largest mosque and acknowledged that the "uncovered meat"
analog) was a mistake.
"I confess that this analogy
is inappropriate and unaccepl

that had no justification.

and the Western society in general," he said.
Al-Hilali has rejected calls for
his resignation since a newspa
per reported last week that he
compared women who do not
wear head scarves to "uncovered
meat'' in a sermon at Lakemba
mosque in Sydney.
Hut he said he had a duty to
advise Muslim women to adhere
In the Strict Islamic dress code
and that his comments, apparently secretly tape recorded by
,i ctitic. was not intended lor the

The intense pressure on \l
I lil,ill to resign heightened yesterday when a national news
paper reported that he had
recently used an interview on
Arabic radio to endorse militants in Iraq, Afghanistan and
the Palestinian territories
Prime Minister lolin Howard
said the man who holds the title
ol mufti of Australia, the most
senior cleric ill the nation, might
have broken counterterrorism
laws which prohibit incitement

watching me and who cannot
tolerate the moderate, balanced
wa) which I adopt to advocate
lor women's issues, national harmony and coexistence," he said,
without identifying the groups,
\l I III,ill described women as
"cherished pearls'' and rape of a
woman an "abominable crime"

of violence against Australian soldiers deployed overseas.
Australia, a staunch ally in the
ll.S.-lcd war on terror, has troops
in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Howard warned Australia's
300,000
Muslims
that
al
Hilali's continuing leadership
would damage iheii reputation
among their 20 million fellow
Australians, who are predominantly Christian.
AUSSIE Paqe 12

I.ONIXJN - Unchecked global warming will devastate the
world economy on the scale of
the world wars and the Great
Depression, a British government report said yesterday, as
the country launched a bid to
convince doubters that envi
ronmentalism and economic
gum th can coincide.
Prime Minister Tony Blair
said unabated climate change
would eventually cost the world
the equivalent of between 5
percent and 20 percent of global gross domestic product each
year. He called for "bold and
decisive action" to cut carbon
emissions and stem the worst
of the temperature rise.
"It is not in doubt that, if
the science is right, the consequences for our planet are
literally disastrous," be said.

"This disaster is not set to happen in some science fiction
future many years ahead, but
in our lifetime."
The report emphasized that
global warming can only be
fought with the cooperation
of major countries such as
the United States and China,
and represents a huge contrast to the Bush administration's wait-and-see global
warming policies.
Sir Nicholas Stern, the senior
government economist who
wrote the report, said that acting now to cut greenhouse gas
emissions would cost about I
percent of global GDI'each year,
lie recommended a "low-carbon global economy" through
measures including taxation,
regulation of greenhouse gas
emissions and carbon trading.
"That is manageable," he said.
"We can grow and be green."
President Bush kept America
— by far the biggest emitter of

carbon dioxide and other gases
blamed for global warming —
out of the Kyoto international
treaty to reduce greenhouse
gases, saying the pact would
harm the U.S. economy. The
international agreement was
reached In Kyoto, japan, in 1997
and expires in 2012.
Blair has made it clear that
when it comes to the environment Bush's policies on climate
change are unacceptable.
Theprimcministermadethat
clear when he signed an agreement this year with California
Gov, Arnold Schwarzenegger
to develop new technologies to
combat the problem. The measure imposed the first emissions cap in the United States
on utilities, refineries and manufacturing plants in a bid to
curb the gases that scientists
blame for warming the Earth.
Treasury
Chief Gordon
See WARMING | Page 12

Airstrike destroys school, leaves 80 dead

able for the Australian sot lerj

general Australian public,
"I am deeply saddened and distressed bj the acts ol some devious groups which hirk in the dark

Tuesday. Oflot*5U00611

By Paul Garwood
The Associated Press

isl \MAISAI),
Pakistan
Pakistani helicopter gunships
yesterday destroyed a religious
school the military said was
fronting as an al-Qaida training camp, killing (ill people In
the country's deadliest military operation targeting MIS
pec led terrorists.
Islamic leaders and alQaida-linked
militants
blamed the United Stales for
the airstrike and called for
nationwide demonstrations
to condemn the attack that
flattened the school — known
as a madrassa — and ripped
apart those inside. Furious
villagers and religious leaders said the predawn missile
barrage killed innocent students and teachers.
U.S. and Pakistani military

officials denied American
involvement.
Among those killed in the
attack in the remote northwestern village of Chingai, two
miles from the Afghan border,
was a cleric who had sheltered
militants in the past and was
believed associated with alQaida's No. 2 leader. Ayman
al-Zawahri,
I he raid threatens efforts
by President Gen. Pervez
Musharraf to persuade deeply conservative tribespeople
to back his government over
pro-Taliban and al-Qaida
fighters, who enjoy strong
support in many semiautonomous regions in northern
Pakistan. The planned signing of a peace deal between
tribal leaders and the military was canceled yesterday
in response to the airstrike,
Musharraf has been under
intense pressure, particularly

from the United States and
Afghanistan, to rein in militant
groups, particularly along the
porous Pakistan-Afghan frontier, where Osama bin Laden
and al/.awahri are believed
to be hiding. The Pakistani
leader, along with Afghan
President
llamid
Karzai,
met with President Bush in
Washington last month to
address the issue.
Protests were held from
the northwestern city of
Peshawar to the southern city
of Karachi, the largest taking
place in Chingai and the Bajur
district's main town of Khar,
where 2,000 tribesmen and
shopkeepers chanted "Death
to Musharraf! Death to Bush!"
Amid fears of unrest,
Britain's Prince Charles,
who arrived in Pakistan on
Sunday for a five-day stay,
canceled a visit planned for
lucsdav to Peshawar.
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Management Inc.
Running Specials
11007
Call 353.5800

Stay CLOSE to campus
in one of
Greenbriar's most popular
apartments or houses:

Visit Online
www.meccabg.com

Management Inc.

CAMPBELL HILL

BENTWOOD

GREENBRIAR, INC.
445EASTW00STERST.

419-352-0717

www.greenbriarrentals.com
HOURS:
Mon - Fri: 9am - 5pm
Saturday: 9am - 1pm

HEINZ APARTMENTS

Hillsdale Apts.
1082 Fairvievt Ave
2 bdrnis / 3 bdrin Twnh

Dishwasher
Garbage Disposal
Air Condition/Washer/
Dryer in 2/3 bdrm.
Carports
BCiSU Bus Shuttle

Management Inc.
Findluv Pike Apts.
111/113 FindlayPk
Portage Oh
LARGE 3 & 2 bdrm Apis
Garage for 1 vehicle
Starling at $47S/mo
+ utilities
Moments from BG

• 2 & 3 bedroom

• Microwaves

• 3 & <S bedroom/2 bath

3 bedroom/2 bathroom

• Close to campus

• Dishwashers

• Air Conditioned

Furnished

• On-site laundry

• Furnished

• Garbage disposals

• Microwaves

Microwaves

• 1 1/2 bath

• Full Basements

• Dishwashers

Dishwashers

• Washer/Dryer

• Ample parking

• Garbage Disposals

Garbage Disposals

• Air Conditioning

• Close to campus

• Close to campus

Wireless internet

townhouses

• 1 - 2 car garages

• 2 Shuttle Stops

Sign up today!
Now leasing
for fall 2007

Management Inc.
Evergreen Apts.
215 E. PoeRd
Large I or 2 bedroom
Opening in Oct.

BGSU Bus route/15 niin.
walk to campus

laundry' on site

• 3 bedrooms

• Close to campus

• 2 bedroom/2 bathroom

• On-site laundry

• 2 bathrooms

• Air Conditioning

• Dishwasher

• Furnished and

• Furnished
or check website
www.meccaba.com
>r complete listing

• Dishwashers
• Garbage Disposals

apartments available
• On-site laundry

• Garbage Disposals

recently remodeled

• Close to campus

units available
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The Daily Crossword Fix
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WARMING
Brown, who is expected to
replace lilair as prime minister next year, announced
yesterday thai former Vice
President Al Gore, who
has emerged as a powerful

environmental spokesman,

Holiday
;* Catering
»i

EDUAROO VEROUGO
EXTREME: Federal Poke officers siand at the entrance o* Oaxaca City in Mexico
Protesters vowing to fight to the death hauled massive tree trunks and used semitrailers to
block highways leading into Oaxaca Saturday as federal police with riot shields and rifles
poured out of planes, preparing to crush five months of violent unrest

'•'

Mexican face-off intensifies
The Associated Press

OAXACA. Mexico — Thousands
of protesters driven from the
c it v (enter by federal police after
months of paralyzing demonstrations vowed to retake the
main plaza yesterday, but strikeweary residents pleaded for a
let urn to life as usual.
Oaxaca remained deeply
divided between the protesters
demanding Gov. Ulises Ruiz's
resignation and those yearning
for a return to the tranquil days
when foreign tourists browsed
shops and dined on the region's
famous mole sauce.
"fight, fight, fight! Don't stop
lighting!" the protesters chanted before arriving at the central
main plaza, the Zocalo, carrying anti-government banners.
Facing off with columns of
police who blocked their access
to the square, the demonstrators screamed "Murderers!
Murderers!" hut did not attempt
to break through.
Ignoring protesters who
screamed "Sellout!" a group of
about 20 residents and business
owners waged earlier countermarches to thank federal police
for clearing away the demonstrators, who had kept the city
under siege since May, shutting
down businesses and repelling
the scores of national and international tourists who traditionally are drawn to the picturesque colonial city of 275,000.
"Let
them stay,"
Edith

Mendoza, a 40-year-old house
wife, said of the police. "We were
held hostage for five months."
The city resembled a battleground early yesterday, its
streets littered with charred
cars and lines of federal
police blocking entrances to
Inside the central plaza,
guarded by hundreds of uniformed police in riot gear and
manning water cannons, workers labored feverishly to remove
and paint over graffiti, rip down
banners and clean up tons of
accumulated trash. The kiosk in
the heart of the plaza, covered
with protest banners and graffiti during the demonstrations.
had already been restored to its
original state.
1 he protests began as a teacher's strike but quickly spiraled
into chaos as anarchists, students and Indian groups seized
the central plaza and barricaded streets throughout the city to
demand Ruiz's ouster.
Police and state forces —
often in plainclothes — have
shot at protesters, setting off
Clashes In which at least eight
people have died.
The federal government indicated that it had no intention
of letting the protesters take
back the city. Interior Secretary
Carlos Abascal said the federal
lours would stay until order
had been established.
President Vicente Fox said
"today in Oaxaca social order
and peace has been restored."

New details emerged about a US sol
a massive manhunt. A woman claiming
to be his mother-in-law said yesterday
that the soldier was married to a Baghdad

Bomb kills 33 in Shiite
slum explosion
BAGHDAD - A bomb tote through
food stalls and kiosks in a sprawling Shiite

college student and was with the young
woman and her family when hooded gunmen handcuffed and threw him in the back

while the U S military's death toll for the

''

■

morning hoping lor jobs as construction
workers At least 59 people were wounded,
said police Maj. Hashim al-Yasin
I'Ail i5c,(l,n,rror|.-5Mnd Rt 1*34

ALL STADIUM SKATING
7-2-3 Bedroom Apartments

2 Day Advance Ticket Tales
7 00 930

IH[ PRESTIGE (PC-13)

7:10 10-00

THE MARINE (PG-13

7:45 10:00

THE GRUDGE 2IPB-11)

7:109:40

MAN OF THE YEAR(PG-I3|

7 109:45

EMPLOYEE OF THE M0MTH|P0-13|7 00930
TEXAS CHAINSAW MASSACRE: THE
BEGINNING IP.)
7 30 935
THE DEPARTED (R)

7 0010.00

THE GUARDIAN (PS-IS)

7:00 10:00

OPEN SEASON |PG|

7

7 30 9:35
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INVINCIBLE (PS)
7.00 910
STEPUP(PO-U|
7:20 930
TALLADEGA NIGHTS: THE BALLAD OF RICKY
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MONSTER HOUSE (PS|
710910
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38
39
40

43 City in the San Joaquin Valley
44 Monstrous Halloween costume
48 Rode the bench
49 Is no longer?
50 You bet!
53 Halloween threat
57 Diving acronym
60 In what way?
61 In a slow tempo
62 Of hearing

Port ol Iraq
Black shade
Severe
Disney's Little Mermaid
Lyric poem
Forearm bones
Baseball teams
Lady lobster
Wanders
Halloween light
Sawbuck tenth
Darling or Guidry
One reindeer
Halloween venue
Spring harbingers
Early auto
Hrs. in Salt Lake
Fencing weapons

63
64
65
66
67

I've got it!
Greeter's greeting
George of "Cheers"
Layer
Austere

ANSWERS
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39 Lower m spirits
41 Meet, printout
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From Only $485!
On selected floor plans
• Ground floor ranch
• Private entrance
• Spacious kitchen
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Classified Ads

419-372-6977
Hie IK; New* will nol knowingly
,i. tapt advartiaeiMntathal discriminate, or encourage discrimination
against an) Individual or uroup on
llir hasis ul race. sex. rotor, creed,
religion! 11.111u11.1l origin, rexual
orientation. .Usability. naiiM as ■
veteran, or mi the bails of any other
legal!) protected status

Services Offered

THE CREAMERY
@ THE UNION
Now Serving
Hand Dipped Milk Shakes

Personals

CAMPUS POLLYEYES

U.S. National Security Adviser Stephen

1 roommate needed. Campbell Hill
Twnhse. Sublease now until May
$325 mo. 260-241-1534.
Subleaser wanted in the Enclave
until Aug. 2007. $299 a month
Call 419-575-7655

t

VARSITY SQUARE
apartments
419-353-7715 tsJ

Monday-Thursday
9:00om-7:30pm

13

Friday
9:00am-5:30pm

BARTENDING' up to $300/day No
exp. necessary. Training provided.
Call 800-965-6520 em. 174.
Earn S800-S3200 a month to drive
brand new cars with ads placed
on them. www.AdCarKey.com
Now hiring all positions, and all
shirts. Experience preferred. Apply
within Mon.-Fri.noon to 4 at 1566
Reynolds Rd. in Maumee. Formerly
Chi-Chis Restaurant.
Now hiring prep personnel lor
Spring Semester. Apply DiBenedetto's 1432 E. Wooster.
Ultra Car Wash in Perrysburg is hiring all shifts. Flexible hrs. at $9. per
hour Call 419-601-2292.
ZZA'S PIZZA
@ THE UNION
Open Until 2 am
7 Days a Week

Flu Shots Available
By appointment only at the Student
Health Service. Students, faculty,
staff, alumni and spouses. $22 cash,
check, bursar or credit card Call
372-2271 lo schedule

For Sale

Flu Shot* Available
Walk-m appointments only available
to students, faculty, staff, alumni and
spouses at the Stadium, east side
conference room. Tuesday. October
31. 10 am-11:30 am. $22 cash,
check or bursar.

counterpart. Mouwafak al-Rubaie. and
Pnme Minister Noun al-Maliki lot talks

n
on military and political coordination, the
government said.

EVERY TUESDAY
MEXICAN FIESTA
Lunch: 11-2
Dinner: 4:30-7
Founders Food Court

07 - 08 School Year.
Listings available carlyrentals.com
or 316 E Meriy#3
2 bdrm. unlurn. apt. 139 S. College.
Lease 1 yr. (5-15-07-5-1008) $600
per mo. mcl. util.. dep. req. 419348-3134.
2 rooms lor rent avail, now/1 st ol
year thru May 15. $250 per month.
126 S. College. Call 440-476-3284.
3*4 bedroom houses to rent
Close to campus & downtown
419-308-2456

3 bdrm. house, 1 block from shuttle.
Garage, A/C, W/D hookup. NO
PETS. $750 8 util. 419-353-8208.
Copper Beech Town Homes. Single
unit apt. looking tor 1 sublsr. ASAP
or looking lor Spr. Sem. Fully lurn.
spacious kit., brand new appliances,
W/D. A/C, central heat, breaklasl
bar. hi-spd. cable & internet incld. in
rent. $650 mo. 216-538-0061.
dansolo@bgsu.edu
Houses'Apis for 07-08 school year
12 month leases only
S. Smith Conlracling, LLC
419-352-8917 - 532 Manville Ave
Office open 10 - 2 M - F
wwwhgapartmenls.com
Quiet tenants preferred
Newly renovated 2 bdrm apt. on 4th
Slreet $525 a month + util. 419-4091110 or 419-352-4456.

Kenmore refrigerator 25 cubic feet
Excellent condition, $100

Roommates Needed,
$300
419-353-5100.

419-669-5061.

Wanted

Holiday Personals

Subleaser wanted. 1 bedroom.
furnished. $290 mo & utilities.
Block olf campus. 419-343-8261.

TUESDAY
HOMESTYLE NIGHT
FEATURING YOUR FAVORITE
COMFORT FOODS
4:30 pm - 7:30 pm
COMMONS BUFFET

We're looking for 3 subleasers for
Spring Semester in Columbia
Courts
Call Natalie 614-406-6333

" Lg. 1 bedrm. apt., also rooms
Avail. Now S'or 1st ol year . 2
bdrm 1/1/07. 07-08 S.Y. & all listings 24/7 @ cartyrentals.com or call
353-0325

Help Wanted

2- 4 1 STIZKS
2-9PM
Every Tuesday
352-9638

would violate military regulations.
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Simply styling our 1 bdrm apts.
have lots ol style lor a price that is
simply perfect! Special pricing avail.,
hurry in, this is a limited time offer.
Charing Cross 419-352-0590
Unlurn eff. ap! 139 S. Colluge
Lease 1 yr. (5-15-07-5-10-08) $320
mo. Incl util. dep teq. 419-348-3134
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NITROGEN WITH ANY
NEW TIRE PURCHASE
RADIATOR FLUSH j OIL CHANGE
Valued at $33 98 lo- only
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'07 May/Aug. Leases
Now Available

FREE HEAT
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bookstore

CLOSE TO CAMPUS

• Pets welcome!

i

Email: bookstore@bgsu.edu

UNIVERSITY

'HOUSES.!

• Patio

3

Telephone: 419-372-2851
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By Mark Stevenson
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Plucker's instrument
One born m early April
Inasmuch as
Noisome smell
Losers
Composer Strauss
First garden
Circus structure
Victory cheer
"The Tempest" king
Cellular letters
Snead or Peckinpah
42 Abominable snowMen
man
Groza and Gehrig
Caribbean taro
43 Carolina cape
45 So-so
Soil component
46 TV journalist Charles
City near
Gelsenkirchen
47 Bilateral
50 Busybody
Rocket type
51 Food consumer
Giddyap!
52 Baby bird?
Lopes along
54 Gent
Wantadabbr.
55 First chancellor of
Coral colonies
La Scala production
reunified Germany
56 Tear
Fathered
Golfer Hogan
57 Logger's tool
58 Theater signal
Stiff hairs
Writer Deighton
59 Coffee vessel
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slum yesterday, killing at least 33 people,
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would advise the British government on climate change.
The Stern report praised
U.S. states such as California
for developing their own
objectives and policy frameworks regarding the battle
against global warming.
Blair and the report also
said that no matter what
Britain, the United States
and Japan do, the battle
against global warming
cannot succeed without
deciding when and how
to control the greenhouse
gas emissions by such fastindustrializing giants as
China and India.
stern's 700-page report,
a major effort to quantify
the economic cost of climate change, said evidence
showed "that ignoring climate change will eventually
damage economic growth."
"Our actions over the
coming decades could create risks of major disruption to economic and social
activity, later in this century
and in the next, on a scale
similar to those associated
with the great wars and the
economic depression of the
first half of the 20th century," he said.
Blair said the scientific
community agreed that the
world was warming, and
that greenhouse gas emissions were largely to blame.

bookstore

brought to you by

Female Muslims have been
among the most vocal in calling for the cleric's resignation
over references in his sermon
to women being soldiers of
Satan who were responsible
for 90 percent of adultery.
"In due course, 1 will take
the necessary decision that
will lift the pressures that have
been placed on our Australian
Muslim community and
that which will benefit all
Australians," said al-ililali,
who has survived four strokes
and recently iiiulirwi'iit double heart bypass surgery. He
didn't elaborate.

Call 419-352-9392
or www.froboserentals.com
for current listing
These houses won't
last long

Call TODAY!
FROBOSF RENTALS
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Find more coupons and details about NitroMax, visit www.thetireman.com

